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CHAPI'ER I. 
THE PROBLEH, AND DEFINITIONS OF TEBHS U.S'ED. 
The problem of off icial administrative recognition of educa-
tional accomplisrunent is present in every phase of the educational 
~stem. It exists from the pre-Kindergarten nursery to the granting 
of honorary degrees. Matriculation, admissions, examinations, pro-
motions, graduations, diplomas, and degrees have occupied the atten-
tion of educators since the dawn of organi zed instruction. The 
veteran of World War II, by means of the legislation enacted i n his 
behalf known as "the G. I. Bill of Rights, 11 has caused educational 
a~~inistrators to come to grips with certain problems of evaluation, 
common to veteran and non-veteran, which might otherHise have con-
tinued unexamined indefinitely. 
I. THE PROBLEH 
Statement of the problem. 
The general problem with which this study concerns itself, 
is that presented to educators by the following questions: 
1. Shall we of fer to students who fail to graduate from 
high school an alternate procedure, which may result in the issu-
ance to the applicant of a credential equivalent to the high school 
diploma; and, 
2. What procedures and criteria should be incorporated into 
such a program, if adopted? 
At present, nearly all administrators of existing high school 
1. 
equivalency certificate programs are fu.nctioning vii th minimal in-
formation concerning the relationships 1-.1hich may exist among marry 
easily obtainable characteristics of the appl icant s, such as age, 
duration of previous schooling, intelligence quotients, and also 
among many other characteristics, more di fficult to 1neasure , such 
as interests and aptitudes. 
I t then becomes the specific intention of this study to de-
scribe a representative group of recipients of the cer tificate in 
terms of as many characteristics as are available in t he records 
accunmlated within the l imits of the selected tL.--ne and pl ace and, 
further, to compute specific coefficients of correlations among these 
characteristics. 
The pri nciples and procedures upon 1-rhich hi gh school equival-
ency programs are based may be extended to t he entire school popula-
tion, and incorporated as an integral part of our national ~Jublic 
educational system. 
The efficiency of the program Hill involve the provi sion of 
better guidance service. 
The problem may be divided into four parts, as follmls: (l) 
1-rhat criteria should 1)e set up for a 1.miversally-acceptable program, 
(2) hm-1 should such a program be administered, (3) hou can the 
applicant 's present educational position be properly evaluated, and 
CL:.) 1-rhat guidance and counseling should be incorporated into the 
evaluating process? 
The results of this study are primarily applicable to the 
third part of the problem. 
2 . 
Lmportance of the study . 
The obj ectives of this study are i mportant to the individual 
uho requests the service s offered by this "High School Equivalency 
Certificate Progr am, " because the functioning of this program uill 
have consider able bearing upon the job and school opportunities 
available to him, and upon his choice a::o.ong these opportunitie s . 
The certificate , "l..fhe n g r anted , may mean getti ng a job, or 
a promotion ~ 1 The cer tificat e may determine vThether the applicant 
can enter college , or vJhat institutions he may hape to attend. This 
progr am can help the student omTard tm,Jard his educe:tional aim, or 
occupati onal goal, but , at the same t ime , must not encourage hi.J-n t o 
go too fast or too f ar, e l se his disappointment be doubl y hard to 
bear, if it have i ts source in faulty diagnosis of an authoritative 
procedure not yet ready to accept responsibility for such subse-
quent faihrre • 
The objectives of t his study are important to the admini stra-
tors of the pre sent progr run because they are , pre su.'Tl.abl y , auare of 
the nature of t he responsibility pl aced i n t he ir hands. 
At the srune t i.J"D.e , objective dat a concerning the nature of many 
of the factors uith .vhich they deal ar e not yet available . 
The ob jectives of this study are i mportant to school adm.ini s-
trators and tee.chers at all levels, and t o empl oyers , be cause t his 
program causes r ene1-red exami nation of curr iculUt"D. content, of educational 
~ 
1 'l'he American Telephone and Telegr aph Company places hi gh school 
graduation or its equi valent as a requirement for certain promotions . 
method, and of the entire flield of the ve-.l idi ty of many long accepted 
criterions . 
The objectives of this study are j_rnportant to the public -v1el-
fare because they are directly connected to the probl em. of getting 
more training value out of each dollar spent for educat 5.on ; and 
becau se the study is directed tmmrd the objective of helpin~ our sons 
and daughte rs becOl:te better, happi er, more useful cit i zens and persons 
than their fathers and mothers have been. 
Justification of the study . 
This study is especially timely because the High School 
Equivalency Progx·a.m, -vrhich has functioned until the present t:L'!le as 
a s 2rvice to the veteran only, is nmJ be ing offered to 11civiliansll 
1 (non-ve t erans) i n r·'Iassachusetts, and may be offered to a continually 
increasing se ;;;rnent of the general popu.lation. 
The Problem restated, 
This study is intended to provide information that may contri-
bute to an extension and i rn.provement of the High School Equivalency 
Certificate Progr aJl by anB.lysing and pre senting data concerning eleven 
characteristic element s of the i ndividuals receiving the se rvi ce offered 
by this progr am. 
II . D:3Fil:HTIOI-JS OF TERES US!5D 
The High School Equivalency Certificate Proe;rarn Has developed 
by the A.rnerican Council on Educa tion in collaboration 1-rith the Uni ted 
1 See 11St a te High School .,..quivalency Certificate Program for Civilians 
Questionnaire" - Appendix, page 158 . 
States Arme d Forces Institute 1.mder the yr essure of a tr~.:; lJrendous 
post- Har demand . The progrmn Ha s designed and has been conducted 
'I;Jith out detailed preliminary analysis and defi nition. Therefo:::-e 
cert ai n a.rbitr.::try definit ions of t erms have had to be se t up for the 
purposes of this s tud.y . 
I n the interest of uDifonJ.ity, certain of these terms have 
bee n arbitrarily selected and defined, and are presented here in the 
order of their a ppearance . 
High School Zgu-ivalency Cert-ificate Program: a procedure set up by 
the Veteran s 1 Admi:t1istration i n cooperation \.Jith the United 
State s Arm.eo. Forces ' I nstitnte and the 11-'nerican Council on 
Educa tion, to be administered in each State by a Policies ' 
Conrmittee . 
Hir:h School ...!.auivalency Certif'icat,e: An official certificate i s sued 
by the Department of Bducation of a State a s evidence that 
the applicant has sati sfactorily compl eted t he reqlJ. ire:·,le nts 
of the High School Equivalency Certificate Progr am . 
H-igh School Gre.duate: A per son vrho ha s formal l y, and officially, 
completed the requirements of an educational progrrun, normall y 
tuelve years ' duration, established by a State as necessary 
for a High School Dipl oma. 
Ap-ol-i cant: A veteran ':Tho voluntarily f iles an application for a Hi gh 
School Equivalency Certificate . 
Zvaluator: The individual uho intervieus the applicant, secures 
official record of previous uork done, evalua.tes Hork ex-
perience, evaluates General Educational Development tests, 
5. 
recomme nds subsequent study, and provides &,l.tidance and 
counseling service to the applicant. 
Gene ral Educat i onal Development Tests: A battery of five tests 
constructed by the United .St a.t es Armed Forces ' Institute in 
cooperation uith the American Council on Education to provide 
criteria for the u se of the Policies ' Cow~ittees i n admi nis-
tering the High 3chool Equivalency Certificate Progra1n . 
General Educational Development Test Score: The Hevr England Regional 
percentile position of the test score in any one of the five 
te sts . 
The age, in years, of an applicant at the tL~e the High School 
Equivalency Certificate is issued. 
High School Units: Standard units of high school uork, officially 
validated by a high school or by an officially re cognized 
private school. 
Service Units; Standard units of in-service training as officially 
validated by service record, and evaluated in accordance Hith 
the Handbook of the Coo12erat ive Study of Tre.ining and 
Exnerience in the Armed Services , of the American Council 
on Education. 
Aim: The stated objective of t he applicant at time of f i ling a pplica-
tion for the certificate. 
Subseguent Grade: The average scholastic grade received for the 
courses taken by the applicant, as recommended by the evalua-
tors, bet1-reen the t line of testing and the time of acceptance 
of the applicant e.s being eligible for a certificate . 
6 . 
Intelligence Quotient: The intellie;ence quotient obtained by the 
applicant d·ur ing the period of his high school i-Wrk and 
officially recorded on his application form bJ a member of 
the high school staff. 
7. 
CI-LI\PT.7 R II. RBVIE\J OF THE LITERJ\.TURE 
It would be possible to limit a revieu of the literature 
germane to this subj e ct to source s orie;inating Hithi n the United 
State s duri ng the past f ive years . It i s believed that better guid-
ance, i n connection Hith this progrc>..m , vrill result from a 1:10rld-wi de 
viewpoi nt , based on a sense of cultural w.lues, and au gmented by a 
background of history. 
I t i s believed that t he problem of a procedure for the 
eva luation of the quivalent of a hi gh school education has its roots 
i n early history . The use of eJ~arninations such as the Tests of 
General Educati ona l Development is not a modern development su"!_)erim-
posed on the r e quirement s of a t tendance and gr ade record. 
History i s replete \·Jith precedent for the use of the exa..rni na-
tion r ather than attendance or performanc e record as t he criterion of 
educati onal a chievement. 
I n Chi na 1t here exi sted an advanced syst e'11 of education, i nclud-
i ng the establishment of school s, colleges and univer s itie s hJO t housand 
five hundred years before Christ. I n 2255 B. C., the emperor Shun, in 
addition to college cur ricular testing of students , had his mi nisters of 
state (or mandarins) tested ever.; three years for fitness to hol d office . 
The ad..rnission tests, or exami nations for entrB.nce to the Chov1 Uni versity , 
established about 1122 B . C., and t hose for entrance to colleges , ·Here of 
fixed ri~idi ty. 
1 Chih Meng , 11Cbinalf Educational Yearbook, Handbook of the Inte r nat i onal 
Institute of Teachers Colle ge , Col umbia Uni versity, New York, 1944, 
p. 70. 
8 . 
The first high school diploma granted in the Uni ted States 
made its appearance i n 1837 , gi ven by the board of tr'l.J.Stees of the 
Central Hi gh School in Phil adel phi a .1 
As the democrat i c ideal of free equal educa tional opportunity 
for all became more f i rmly est ablishecl , the concept of mere a.ttendance 
as t he only gr aduation requirement appeared more frequently . I f Joe 
Sl m.J sat i n the seat next to Di ck Qui ck for an equal number of days, then, 
by \·my of popul ar logi c, Joe 1:1as entitled to the same gcaduation diploma 
as :·ms Dick . 
The probl em uhich is the subject of this study i s not l imited 
to the United Ste.tes . 
Campbe l l, \.Jr iting from Nm1 Zeal and, c l aims that 11The i nstj_tution 
of cwuulative record-~-eeping, the establishment of vocational guidance 
centers, and the appoint ment of 1 career teacher s 1 in some post-prL'llary 
2 
schools, mar k a usefu l beginni n"' . 11 
3 
I n I·~aly, Hhere the system of educati on Has radically reformed 
i n 1922, the admission r equiren:tents to the Gyrnnasi um.-Lyceum, the 
equivalent of colJ.ege admission in the United States, i s by years of 
attendance and tests of achi evement. 
1 J ohn L. Haney , 11The First Hi gh-School Dipl oma, 11 School Rev-ieu , 38: 7; 
544- 1.,.7. September, 1930 
2 A. E. Campbell , 11Pre-vrar 
I nternational I nsti tut e , Hew 
Universi ty , Ne1,r York, 19L:.Lt .• 
F-.coce ss, 11 Educational Yearbook, Handbook of 
Zeal and; 245. Teacher s Coll ege , C ol~~bia 
3 Lamberti Borghi , "Fa s c i sm and Schools , 11 Educat i onal Yearbook , Handbook 
of t he I nternational I nstitute of Tea che r s College, Coluinbi a Uni versity, 
174- 216 . NevT York, 1944 . 
9 . 
1 In Nori'JaY, \.Jhere there is an alvnost compulsory , free educa-
tion, admission to higher levels of education is governed by a co:mbina-
tion of attendance record and test scores. 
I n those countries of Europe occupied during, and follm.ring 
World Har II, special problems exist. 
The Hinister of Education, Julius Hoste , an Under-Secretary of 
State i n the Bel gium Goverrnnent - in.:.exile , at London, rationalized on 
the subject of educs.t ion i n his country in the years to come, in terms 
of what he gl eaned from the fine morale displayed by the Enolish people 
as folloHs: 
Hhen \ve ask ourselve s hou it Has Great Britain stood 
firm i n June , 19~.0, and 1.-1hy the peopl e unflinchingly re-
sisted the great air attacks that left L,O, 000 of them and 
80,000 injured, we find the explanation, above all, in 
the English school ~orhich develops character and tempers 
the spirit . To our mind the heroi sm of the men of the 
Royal Air Force in September, 19L,O, was simply an exten-
sion of British scholastic training . The com~ age of all 
these ordinary people i n the London area ·Has the outcome 
of the lessons 1-.rhich they had received in school in early 
youth.2 
Another Hriter, dealing Hith the state of privation and distress 
under Hhich the people of Great Britain ha.ve been funct i oning during, 
and since, Horld vlar II, indicates the Hay in uhich this morale is 
interpreted in terms of reality: "England has not reduced her appropri-
ations for higher education . She is holdi ng fast, and Hith grim 
1 Ol af Devik, 11The Common 3chool Principle, 11 Educational Yearbook, 
Handbook of the I nter national Institute, Teachers College, Columbi a 
University, 246-266 . NeH York, 19L.L,. 
2 Julius Hoste, "Lessons of tb:e War , 11 Educational Yearbook, Handbook 
.of the International I nstitute of Teachers College, Columbia University , 
23-24 . Neu York, 1944 . 
10 . 
determinat ion, to the point that a competently-trained intellectua l 
1 leadership uas never more necessary than now . tl Relative to this 
point, it I·IOuld seem pertinent to say that, Hhil e the great lmbrersi t-
i es represent 1 a lm-1 unto themselves 1 their self-eoverning systems deal 
with admissions and graduations by years of attendance and tests, in 
1-1hich the majority of schools and colleges follow suit. 
In Scotland, vrhere the 'crofter's l addie ' has educat i onal 
opportunities equal to that of the Duke ' s son, I ntelligence Quotient 
t ests are gi ven to each child l·lhen he leaves the i!'l..fant department, and , 
behreen the ages of 7 and 11 years, three Bore tests of attainment are 
gi ven . Stanley ,,rrites: 
The results of these tests, plus the teacher's estirnate 
of the child 1 s abilitie s and attain."!lent s , coupled vJi th the 
i P..formation about the child 1 s medica l and social history 
conta ined on the record car d , should be sufficient to i nsure 
that the child Hill be transferred to t hat course i n the 
secondary schools in I.Jhich he uill profit most . 2 •........•• 
At the end of the fourth year of the secondary course , at the 
age of 16, a pupil should be eligibl e for a cer tificate , to 
be awarded by the school but endorsed by the Scottish 
'ducation Department Hhose Leaving Certificate examination~ 
before the ~orar Has one of the best- conducted examinations.-' 
From the high school, the student l·las passed to the Uj_'liversity, 
if the expenses for schooling could possibly be procured and he sho1:1ed 
promise of attainment in higher education. The four great universities, 
Aberdeen, E:dinburgh, Glasgmv and St . AndreHS, employ policie s based on 
1 1. D. Coffman, "The Obligations of the Universitie s to the Social 
Order, 11 School and Society, 36: 934; 641-645 . 
2 Bri an Stanley "The English Eaucational System , 11 Educational Yearbook, 
Handbook of the International I nstitute, Teachers College , Columbia 
University, SL;-131. Ne1.v York, 192/+; 19M, . 
3 Op. cit., 295. 
11. 
r 
the individual university 1 s O~<Jn standaTds . Sir J aJUes C. I rvine states 
that: 
The mach i nery of h i gher educat ion as l aid dmm in 
Scotland before the days of Collli~bus becru~e essenti~lly 
the model of uni verlity development in the restless, 
nineteenth centu~J . 
I n Australia, permits to enter college are based upon competi -
tive examinations . Cunningham says, i n part: "In no country in the 
HorlEi •.. is the path to secondary and uni versity educat i on (made) 
2 
easier than in Heu South Hal es, Hhe re, 11 he adds, 
"Problems of scienti fic selection of personnel 
acco:cding to sui tability have come much i nto protl.inence 
i n connection \·Ji th the Har effort . There i s sure to be a 
distinct carry -over into pr3blems of vocational guidance 
and selection i n pea.cetime . 
His connnent describes very closely, a s it happens, the phase of 
transition from veteran to civilian that is being entered upon i n the 
High School Equival ency Prograra in Hassachusetts, for 1950 . 
I n Canada, an act passed about 1922, called the Adolescent 
School Attendance Act of Oi.1.tario , requires that until a student reaches 
the age of 18, unless formally excused, he must complete 320 hours 
annually, of high school Hark, i n order to get his diploma. The 
Vocat iona l Training Co-ordination Act of 1942 ·Has designed to he l p 
veterans, and Althouse 1ITOte , in 19.0.4, that 
1 Sir James C. Irvine, 11The British Univer sity, 11 School and Soc-iety ,36: 
954; 647-654 . November 19, 1944. 
2 Cunningh Cunningham, "General Characteristics of Australi an Educa-
tionll, Educational Yearbook, 7. Nevl York , 1944 . 
3 Kenneth S . Cmmingham , 11General Characteristics of Australian E duca-
tion, n Educati onal Yearbook, Handboolc of the I nternational I nstitut e of 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 7. Nevi York, l94L, . 
12 . 
The Department of Pensions and National Health ••. is 
a l ready compl eting the i nt errupted1education of those demobilized from the active forces •....•• The effecti ve 
personnel Hork of the act i ve f orces is a f fecting school 
problems. Guidru1ce has become a matter of greatly increased 
interest i n Canadian educat ion. Seve ral cities have appoi nt-
ed directors of guidance vrithin the past years, and courses 
i n the ph~losophy and technique of guidance are eagerly 
attended . -
I n the United States, conditions s o much more prosperous than 
i n any of the other count r i es blinded the eyes of the people as a 1..Jhol e 
to the trends of education , and to the fact that educators Here effect-
ing changes in the methods used to admit s tudent s to colleges through 
attendance record and test standards. 
One of the reasons Hhy these educators had senseEI. the need of 
more and better educational t echni que uas that they had access t o nore 
s :r-ecific inf ormation r egarding illiteracy in A.rnerica, as shmm i n t he 
army s tudie s of Horl d Har I, ;.;hen it l-iaS di sclosed that there vras a 
highe r proportion of adults u;.1able to read or vJr i te than had been 
supposed . 
By 1924, every state in t he Union Has making some use of 
ach i evement tests and measureElelYt s in sel ecti on of applicants fm· 
attendance at colleges and universities. 
I t required 230 pages of close print to list the tests 
and articl~s about t ests t hat appeared bet;.reen the years 
1918-1922 ._) 
1 J. G. Althouse , ncanadi an Education before the Har,tt Educational 
Yearbook, Handbook of the I nternational I nstitute of Teachers College, 
Columbi a University, L,2. NeVI York, 19L,L,. 
2 Op . cit • , 43 • 
3 Bibliography of Educat ional, Psychological Tests and l1easurement s, 
United States Bureau of Educat ion Bullet·in , N"o. 55, Hashington , D.C., 
1924 .• 
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Co;nmenting on t his situa t ion, Spauldi ng says, 
The drm.Ting up of cumulativ e re cords , t e s t i ng of 
children, di agnosing of ment a l hygiene probl ems , com-
pilation of case histories, sort i ng and cl assifying 
of children i nto vari ous l eve l s--none of t hese i n , and 
of t hemse l ves gi ve gui dance to pupils . All of them t o 
ex i st for the purpose of getting ready t o give e;u.i dEJ.nce , 
and t hey a l l need appr a i sal uith a v i eH to the i r 
ne cessity as auxiliari es .1 
Accor ding t o Hess , t he General Educational Development tests 
used '.'luring ~Jorld \1ar II ar e e;ene r all y ac cepted todgy. He says in 
part: 
Thi rty- six states and the District of Columbi a noH gr:mt 
Hi gh School Equival;:mcy Cert i f i cates to veter ans on the basis 
of that test . Of these , t hree (Ca l if or:r"ia , Nontana and 
O.i:l ahoma) al so requir e a course in Au.er i cm1 Hi story and 
government, or c i vics; one (De l aviare ) requi res attendance 
at an approved hi gh school ; t hr ee (HiDs i ssi ppi, Ohi o and 
Tenne s see ) r e qui r e L, uni ts in an 8.pproved high school, and 
tHo (I m.Ja and Pennsyl vani a ) requi re comple t i on of the ninth 
grade in an aJ.)proved high school. This l ee.ves three states 
(Kansa s , Hassachusetts and lJeu J ersey ) 1,1hi ch do not u se t he 
Gener a l Educat i onal Develop!.11ent test as a (pri i!lfl.ry ) basi s 2 for granti ng, but (principall y ) for Guidance and place::J.ent. -
Of the isl ands out side cont i nent a l United States , one (Hmmii) 
uses this test . Later, Hess ur ate: 
I n 19t,8 , the National Assoc i ation of Secondar>J School 
Princi pal s made a nationuide survey and decided to have the 
Gene1~a1 Educat ional Development test e;i ven to nonvete r ans Hho 
had not 1)een graduated from , and are too old to attend, high 
s chool . ..... . • but, a l thoue;h they do not use t he test , seven 
sta tes (California , I ndi ana, EevJ J er sey , Ohi o, Pe~ms-ylvania, 
Rhodes Is~and , and Virg~n~a) hav~ other Hays of helpi ng non-
veterans t:.o secure certlfl cates . 
1 Frn.ncis T. Spauldil1~L "Gr aduation Hithout Equ i v ocat i on, 11 Harvard 
Teache T' S1 Re cord, 5 ; 148-15L~ . Cambridge, Nass., 1935 . 
2 VI . Z . Hess , 11Hm.J Veteran s and l1!onveterans Hay Obt::dn Hi gh School 
Certi f i cates ," hati onal Assoc-iati on of Se condarv School PTi nc -i ual 's 
Bulle tin , 32 : 156 ; 23 . October , 1948 . 
3 Op . cit . 
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On the subject of hi gh school diplomas; Spaul ding com:cn.ents in 
a SO~ile"\·Ihat ironic vein, 11In cold :fact, the ordinary h i gh school diploma 
is a masterpiece of equivocation . . ....• Yet i t is Hi th the out-of-high-
school coJlpetence of boys and girl s that those vJho set store by high-
school diplomas are chiefly concerned.n 1 
Spaulding concedes, hoHever , that the a-Harding of high school 
diploma uhich, in its essence, attempted "some judgm.ent of outcomes,tr 
uould be o:? con siderable help in the guidE~.nce and follm·T-up of pupils 
i n rela tion to their out-of-school uork; and he emphasizes the point 
that the said diploma 
must be a very different document from those uhich schools 
no-vi empl oy . I n particular, it must say whe,t it means in 
Hords clearly intelligible even to the layman, and it must 
mean Hhat parent s , pupils, and the public rightly expect 
it to mea.n.2 
pe,...mit to em~oll, l eaving certificate, certificate o·? attendance, or 
v!hatever it may be called, is i nvariably precedent to the quest ion of 
adnission to higher levels of education. 
For the first ti!n.e, in 1927 , the National =:o.ucation Association 
officially recognized that there \•las a college ac1-nissions 1 problem. 
Follouing that, i n a compr ehensive man:r1er, Brovm and Proctor.3 uorked on 
a sti..l.dy i n four parts. iHthin four years these studies -v1ere completed 
and puhJ-i shed. In these papers, the problems that present themselves ·vTb.en 
it i s proposed to secure cooperative agreement among the admissions staffs 
l Spauldi ng, op.cit. 
2 Op. cit • 
.3 EdHin J. Brmm a.ncl. Hm . H . Proctor, 11A Study of the Facts and Conditions 
i nvolved in the Problem of Colle ge Admissions, 11 Sturl·i es in Education, of 
the Kansas State Teachers College , 4; 1-56. April, 19.31 
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vJere specifically set forth . 
Because te s t constructorf; naturally lool~ for\,Jard to the 
curriculum compl eted rather than fon·lctrd to \.Jhat the individual pl ans 
to do, the problem at issue has it s source in curricullLm-building so 
that, as Spaulding says, 11all persons interested in individual develo-
ment and guidance must attack the school and college curriculum. 111 
Numm bears out this statement \·lith an observation on the point 
that method , as \·Tell as curriculum, has a bearing on the subject. "ivhile 
test s and Jleasurement gre1·J out of t he needs of eval uating change in 
method , they have had a great influence on changing method. 112 This 
accounts, no doubt, in part at l ee,st, for the gree.ter i mprovement in 
methods of' teaching than in curricullLm content during the · past three 
decades of American educs.tional development . 
T 1e scores required in the General Educational Development 
tests of a veteran non-high- school graduate , in order to earn his 
High School Equivalency Certificate , are such that a :v.eteran may fail 
to qualify even if his scores perhap s exceed those of high-school 
seniors about to graduate . It is pos;~ible that such conservatism on the 
part of the policies ' coi!lL1ittees is based, in part, on the assumption 
that the veteran non-gradua t e might experience more difficulty in 
1 Spaulding, op. cit. 
2 T . Percy Nunn, Zducat; anal Yearbook , Handbook of the International 
Institute of Teachers College , Colmo.bia University , L,91. He\-J York, 19L,L~. 
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college than does the non-vete1·an . There is , hoHever , a considerable 
body of literature to indicate that such an assumption is not borne 
out by the facts . Take , for example, the findings of such 'i·lriters as 
clar k , and J ustman . Cl ark s t ates that 
The tests of veter ans over nonveterans in one group 
shoued the former Here a l ittl e l m.,rer i n c entral tendency 
and vari abil ity f or high school standing but a littl e 
higher i n both central tendency and variability of test 
scores , 1-Jith very l i ttl l deviat ion i n nu.mber of hours of 
Hork i n .the tuo groups. 
Fol lm·ring an i nterest i ng acc ount of the 1rrork being done for 
veterans of \)orl d Har II at Brooldyn Col lege, Eevr York, Justman, 
speaking of the syste!l).atic program maki ng availabl e to them curr i cu-
l ar , psychological and vocational e;uidance , aptitude testing, and re-
media.l clinics i n speech , reading, and techni ques of study, observe s 
succi nct ly: 11Horeover, as students , many (of the veterans) he.ve uon 
2 
facul ty esteem for their bal ance, poi se and mature judg.r.1ent . 11 He 
corrnnented further on the ability of the veterans to hold their oun 
vrith hi gh school graduates , saying that, in Oregon , \lhere a study w-as made 
to see if veterans made better grades than nonveterans, it was found 
that, in the final analysis, the veterans came hig~1er, l ed by the 
married men. I·Tith small chil dren . 
Up to the present ti.me, recent l i terature i s l:L-ni ted to the 
problems of readjustment faced by the veteran of World ;..rar I I . The 
subject is, hmvever, a profound one, and a compl ete study of all the 
l Echmrd L. Cl ark , 11The Vete r a n as a College Fresh."D.an , 11 School and 
Soci ety, 66 : 1707; 205- 07 . September 13, 1947. 
2 Joseph Justman , 1'Edudational Ser-vices for Veterans at Brookl yn 
Coll ege, School and Society, 66: 1708 ; 210. September 20 , 1947 . 
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lh,er ature on this and related subjects, uoul d probably i ndicate that 
t he problems presented by the concept of the "equi valent" of a high 
s chool education is inextricably bound up 'Hi th curriculum, methods , 
criterions, and touches upon nearly every phase of the field of 
education. 
ls . 
CHAPTER III 
DATA AHALYSf::D AND TEST HATERIALS USED 
This study has been limited to male Veteran recipients of the 
High School Equivalency Certificate from the Department of Education of 
the Com.1nom;ealth of Massachusetts in 191:.8. 
Administration of the Program is fairly uniform throughout the 
entire forty-eight States except for f.'lassachusetts, -vrhich differs in ti.,ro 
i mportant characteristics. First, the cert ificate issued by the 
Com.rnoml8alth of Iv!assachusetts contains an itemized breakd0i4n, by subjects, 
of the sixteen units earned. The subjects are named in such a manner as 
to be readily recognizable by the admitting official of any institution 
of higher learning, \vhich represents a service of real value to the 
applicant, as compared to that rendered in other States . For example, 
it is known that in many cases vJhere certificates in other States are 
submitted, and entrance procedure requires a listing of credits by units 
in each subject, the responsibility for securing this breakdovrn is placed 
upon the veteran Hho may not be in a position to obtain it readily. 
Second, the evaluator uses subjective judgment i n a-vmrding of unit credits 
based on the General Educational Development test scores. The evaluator 
may award a Ul1it credit to one applicant and not to another, although 
both applicants score the same on one of the General Educational Develop-
ment tests, his reason for so doing being based upon a difference in aim, 
in educational background, in experience or for other reasons, after the 
manner of a doctor \-!ho may prescribe different remedies for two patients 
vJith identical complaints. '\-Jhile there are arguments both for and 
against this policy, on the \vhole, the exercise of this type of judgment 
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should result in a more particularized preparation by the applicant for 
his objective. It is assu..med in Hassachusetts that all applicants can 
eventually obtain a certificate. Lot/ scores on the General ..!.ducational 
Development t 0sts lead to the recommendation of courses at special schools 
for Hhich, uhen they have been successfully co:apleted, the evaluator can 
extend unit credits . In t his !-Jay tte door is never closed to the persis-
tent applicant. Hm•ever, it might be held that any veteran 1•ho achieves 
a given mark in the General Educational Development tests has a right to 
a certificate, re gardl e ss of any other factors. 
At the present time, it is supposed, in Nassachusetts, t hat the 
a&nission offices of the majority of institutions of higher learning favor 
t he :Hassachusetts plan, because, Hhile it may r etar d the student some-
uhat, it frequently permits hi111 to achieve higher eventual scholastic 
standi ng, due to a mor e thorough preparation; and because the list ing of 
m1it credits by subject facilitates evaluation at the time of t he student 's 
entrance. 
In any case, vlhether the skill of the evaluator has influence 
upon the issuance of the certificate or not , his professional services 
should be available to the applicant, equally, the result s obtained by 
this study should be of value, not only to administre.tors of this program 
in any or all of the St ates, but al so to all teachers and counselors, or 
guidance VJorkers, c-.rho come into contact Hith persons Hho have not been 
graduated from high schools. 
The data to be anal ysed VIas limited in this study to that obtain-
able from the file of recipient s of the certificate in the CommomJealth 
of Nassachusett s, bet1.reen the dates of October 25, 19Lt.7 and April 25, 1949. 
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I. ORGANIZATION OF THE DATA 
The data has been arranged in three groups , according to their 
source. Characteristics i,Ter e selected in part because of their avail-
ability, and othe!'l..Jise because they are generic to quest ions -vrhich 
spontaneously arise . The characteristics selected are: 
1 . Personal data: 
a. Age . 
b. High school units . 
c. Service units. 
d. Ai1n. 
e. Subsequent grades. 
Definitions of these terms have been given li1 Chapter I. 
2. General Educational Development test scores: 
a. Correctne ss and effectiveness of expression. 
b. Interpretation of reading materials in the 
social studies . 
c. Interpretation of reading materials in the 
natural sciences. 
d. Interpretations of literary materials. 
e. General mathematical ability . 
3. Intelligence Quotient: This eleventh characteristic is considered 
by l eading educators today to be the most i."'llportant of all the measures 
used to determine aptitude and ability to l earn . As yet, however, the 
evaluator, due to existing prejudice against its general use, is not per-
mitted to use this instrument in testing. 
These eleven characteristics, (five personal, five test scores, 
and the intelligence quot ient), are first described statistically. Then 
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correlations are obtained; first the correlatiC:ms of the five personal 
characteristics lvi th each other, the11 of the five test scores Hi th each 
other, and finally of each characteristic of each group 1..ri th each charac-
teristic of eve17 other gToup , a total of fifty-five coefficients of 
correlation in all . The information thus gained is evaluated by the es-
tablishment of the degree of credibility by means of the critical ratio 
of each correlat ion as compared to no correlation at all, (null hypo-
thesis). 
It is a limitation of this study that no atte::apt 1..ras made to 
draw any conclusions from or establish any credibility concerning, the 
nu.rnerical value of the correlations obtained, but rather at this point in 
the development of inquir-y in this field, to determine the probabilities 
that any correlation at all exists among the characteristics selected, 
and, vThere a correlation seems to exist, I.Jhe ther it should be considered 
as positive or negat ive. 
This procedure is supported by the i nability to control the 
measurement of the characteristics as exactly as is desired, and further 
substantiated by the fact that the correlations i-Thich appear to exist are 
of such a degree that the prediction values are too lovl, (K less than .50), 
to support ru1y use in the individual counseling situation. 
This study, therefore, is exploratory i n that it indicates · 
certain relationships uhich are more likely to yield useful predictive 
values than others, and productive in that it yields relationships which 
are of direct value in the consideration of the administration of the 
program as a whole. 
A good example of the me thod of development and presentation used 
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in this study i s found in the study of the relationship betueen certain 
personal and socia l characteristics of high school students Hith grades and 
t eacher evaluations, recently compl eted by Hairghurst and Taba .1 
II • TllEATHEliT OF THE DATA 
The treatment of the data is to determine means and standard 
deviations of the eleven characteristics in the fore going three g-.roups 
of descriptive evaluating statist ics; and to determine the fifty-five 
coeff icients of correlations, uith critical ratios . 
Sm,mling technique. Out of the six hundred thirty-one (631) 
High School Equavalency Certificates granted, up to April 25, 19,4.9 , by 
the ~~1assachusetts Department of Education, · a s&uple of ttJo hundred 1:1as 
selected at random for special investigation and analysis. The random-
ness of sampling v1as assured by the fact that the folders for each 
individual applicant are filed nunerically according to the certificate 
number assi gned Hhen his certi ficate \·las i ssued . Every fourth folder 
was taken from the file vlithout exception . 
It Has dec i ded that a r andom sample of tvro hundred vrould sui t 
t he purpose of this study . Bode says: "Correlations based on a sanple 
of anything l ess than a sample of 100, do not have much meani ng .u2 
I n t he case of Intelligence Quoti ents , a different random selec-
tion of tvJO hundred 1..ras made from the six hundred thirty-one applications 
1 Robert J &ues Hairgh~u~ st ru1d Hil da Taba, Adolescent Character 
and Personality. (Ne1-1 York: John Hiley & Sons , 191:.9 , pp 315.) 
2 Elmer B. Hade , The Elements of Statistics, (NeH York: Prentice, 
Hall & Co., 1941, p. 296 .) 
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that contained such test i nformation. This step Has necessary because 
the availability of the Intelligence Quotient informati on might effect 
the distribution of the other items. 
The critical r a tio. I n order to recogni ze the existence of a 
correlat ion, i t l•Tas decided that only correlation coefficients yielding 
a critical ratio of 2.5, Hhen tested as a null hypothesis, Houl d be con-
sidered as having any signi ficance . This value \·laS selected because it 
i ndicates the probability that in 997 cases out of 1000, the relationship 
exists. 
The determination of coefficients of correlation. I n order to 
determi ne coefficients of correlation, sca+,ter di agra'lls shm..ring the fre-
quency of each pair of inter-val s of the t1:ro variables 1..rere prepared . A 
l 
conc i se description of medthod i s given by Peat man . The coefficient thus 
obta i ned 1·JaS not corrected for attenuation, heterogeneity, or curviline-
arity, because the nature of the data and the use to \.-Thich it is to be put 
2 
do not justi fy these corrections . 
The personal characteristic of a2:e . The mean age of the group 
1Jas found to be 24. 7 years, S .D. = 4 .8, Hith a range of 19 to L15. Grouth 
is a logoritlm.ic function and therefore the use of the arithmetical age 
resulted i n a concentration at the a ges of 21, 22, and 23, I·Thich conceals 
someHhat the normal distri bution of thi s characteristic. I f the a ges in 
months Here available, a better di stribution could be obta ined by the use 
of logar ithmic scal e for this fact or . 
-~ 
l Peat man, J ohp G., Descri ptive and S&"TT.Pling Statistics, (Nei·J York: 
Harper and Bros., 1947) , pp25l-26l . 
2 Kramer, Edna E . ,A First Course i n Educational Statistics, (NeH 
York: John Hi ley & Sons, I nc ., 1935, pp 181-189 .) 
It may be of interest to note that the mean age for the sample 
for whom an Intelligence Quotient vms available is 23 .5 years, S .D.= 4 . 7. 
With a standard error of 4, the critical ratio for the difference in 
means is 2 .1, which, "rhile it does not meet the established confidence 
limit (2 .5) yet does, perhaps, reflect a trend tovrard the practice of 
incorporating an Intelligence ~-otient into students 1 records . 
The personal characteristic of high-school u11its . The factor of 
the number of high-school unit s earned at ti.rne of application is by nature 
an inexact measure . A unit earned in a Class A school Hith a grade of A 
is a unit of different quality than one earned in a Class C school -..rith a 
grade of C. 
It is a limitation of this study that the information available 
does not recognize this difference . 
The mean of this characteristic vias found to be 7 .1 uni ts . 
(S .D. = 4 .1). 
It is interesting to note that for the group of six hU11dred and 
thirty-one for vJhom Intelligence Quotients Here available, the mean of 
UJ.""lits earned 1,ras found to be 8 .2 (S .D. = 3.4.). The critical ratio of 
this difference is 2 .1, which, 1·lhile it fails to meet the test of signifi-
cance for this study, indicates ·1-1hat could normally be expected, namely, 
that the more units a high-school student earns, the more likelihood there 
is that an Intelligence Quotient Hill appear on his High School Equival-
ency Certificate S;pplication form . 
The personal characteristic of Service units . The factor of 
Service units is established bJ the evaluator by reference to the Handbook 
prepared by the Committee for the Cooperative Study of Training and 
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Experience in the Armed Services, and published by the American Council 
on Education, in 194L,.. In this handbook is listed each official educa-
tional or training expe1·ience that a Serviceman in any branch of the Armed 
Services mi ght have encountered, together 1>1ith a number indicating the 
unit-credit value to be granted by the evaluator in administering the High 
School Equivalency Certificate progTam. 
The mean number of service units l·las 3 . 7 (S .D. = 1.5) 
The personal characteristic of ait'11. The characteristic of aim 
is inherently subjective . It depends upon the asst~ption that the stated 
reason for applying for the High School Equivalency Certificate is the 
real reason, and, L11 addition, it presents difficulty in clas ;:;ification . 
The classification chosen \.J'as that of college vs . non-college. College 
objective ·Has defined as the intention to use the certificate to meet an 
entrance requirement of an i nstitution 1·Jhich requires an high school 
diploma, or its equivalent, for matriculation . The ratio of college to 
non-colle ge ob,jectives for the sample group 1·1aS found to be 60 t o l,D 
(S.D . = .5) . 
The personal characteristic of subsequent .grade . The Characteris-
tic of subsequent grade is an elusive one, and any conclusions based upon 
a study of this factor can be only of the most tentative sort. The reason 
for this is that the grade received in these studies depends on a nQ~ber 
of variables, some of ~orhich are: (1) the fact that these courses are 
recommended by the evaluator at a level of difficulty he feels is 1...rithin 
the capacity of the applicant, (2) that the taking of any course is op-
tional, and (3) that the grade received depends upon the motivation , the 
time devoted to the vrork, ru1d the skill of the instructor, s.s ·Hell as upon 
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the ability of the student . 
The mean subseguent average grade Has B. Out of a sample of 
four hundred (L,oo), hw hundred fort y-four (2M:-) had a B average, one 
hundred and two (102) had a C average , and fifty-seven (57) had an A 
average . 
The means, and standard deviation from the means of each of the 
f ive selected personal characteristics, are surrunarized in the follovring 
table: 
TABlE I 
l'EANS AND .STAND.lL"llD DEVIATIONS FROH THE 1·2AN.S OF THE FIVE PERSONAL 
CHAitACTERISTICS 
N • 200 Nean S.D. S.E . of H 
Age 24.7 L1-.8 2.5 
High School Units 7.1 4 .1 1.7 
Service Units 3.7 1.5 1.0 
Aim College 
Subsequent Grade B 
The General Educational Development Tests. To enable schools 
and college s to proceed along sotund line s in their evaluation of educa-
tional experience in the Armed Forces, the United States Armed Forces 
Inst itute has constructed educational achieve'1lent examinations, and t ests 
of general educational development, Hhich may be used by the I nstitute 
and also by the educational i nstitutions. 
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The subject exami nations are tests of achievement i n regul ar 
secondary school and college sub j ects . Each of the tests i s completely 
ob j ective i n scoring, is long enough (2-3 hours ) to y i el d highly reliabl e 
measures of i ndividual achievement, and has been standardized for a re-
presentative sa,:nple of civilian student s , vlho had just completed a regular 
cla ssroom course of the same content. 
The tests classified as General Educational Development Tests 
are desi gned to measure the extent to Hhich all of the educationa l ex-
periences of t he veteran, particular ly his informal or self-educational 
experiences, have contributed to his ability t o hold hi s mm i n a probrram 
of general educat ion, or to his educational development of t he type \-lhich 
mi ght other Hise have resulted from att endance i n a regular academic hi gh 
school or in t he f ir st h.ro years of a liberal arts college . 
Separate bat teri es of the tests of Gener al Educational Development 
have been prepared, one for use at the hi gh school l evel, and the other 
at the colle ge l evel. The high school l evel battery consists of five (5) 
comprehensive exaJn.i nat i ons , one for each of the fields of English, the 
social studies , the natural sciences, liter atur e and mathematics. 
The General Educational Development test s are i ntended for use 
pri marily uith servicenen, or veterans, Hho either have never attended 
high school, or have completed only a part of their high-school course 
before enteri ng the service . 1:li th such individuals these tests may be 
used to determine 1.Jhether, t hrough formal or informal educational ex-
peri ences , they have acquired the equival ent of a general hi gh-school edu-
cation and thus are as abl e to c arry on i n a progr am of general education 
at the college level as are students uho have formall y compl eted hi gh 
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school . 
The battery consists of five part s , as follov1s: (1) Correctness 
and Effect iveness of Expression , (2) I nter pretation .of Readi ng 1-laterials 
in the Social Studies , (3) I nterpretation of Readi ng l'laterials in the 
Natural Sciences , (L") I nterpretation of Literary Hatel~ials , and (5) 
Genera l Hathernatica l Ability . 
The t ests of Social Studies, Natural Sciences and the Literary 
Nateria.l s (1, 2 , and 3), require t he exarn.inee to i nterpret and evaluate 
a number of reading selections represent ative of those he 1.-Jill study in 
his subsequent school Hork . 
The discussions are vrritten for r eaders presumabl y already Hell 
informed in the gener al areas i nvolved . The tests require that an inte-
gra ted boc1y of lmoVJledge be brought to bear on particul ar probl ems . 
The test of Correct ness and Effectiveness of Expression consists 
of uell-Hritten prose passages altered to include co"Gl.mon, and serious, 
errors found in stuclents 1 Hri tings . The examinee i s required to choose 
the most proper one of several 1-mys by 1...rhich t o correct the errors . 
The test of General Hathematical Ability indexes general probl em-
solving ability of a practical sort . The types of probl em situations re-
present a Hide range of concepts: s i mpl e business transact ions , ins"Lrrance, 
t e..xation, algebr a , geometry , measure;,lents, scale drauings , g-raphs, and 
i..11direct measurement . 
It is not the purpose of these tests to se1~e as a basis for grant-
i ng speci fied a1nounts of cre dit in subject- matte r f i e l ds . There a.re 
other subj ect examinat ions for this purpose . 
A detailed descri ption of the content of t hese tests may be fouhd 
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in the Appendices to this study.1 
Harms have been derived from civilian populations in secondary 
schools throughout the count17 . They are given in terms of regional 
distribution, as follovrs: NeH England, 11iddle Atlantic, Southern, 
North Central, NorthHestern, and California . 
In general, 80 to 85 per cent of the students uho are nou being 
g-raduated from public high schools throughout the country uould meet 
either of the follm•ing requirements: a standard score of 35 or above 
(7th percentile ) in each of the five tests , or an average standard score, 
for all five (5) tests, of l.5 (31st percentile) or above . 
The test is published in tuo forms, Form A for the exclusive use 
of the United States Armed Forces 1 Institute, and Form B available to high 
schools and colleges through the American Council on Education and the 
Science Research Associates . 
It is expected that so:.ne schools uill establish local norr...as and 
will set di fferent critical scores. Each test should be so ac"L.'1linistered 
as to allovr the student to have as much ti.me as he needs in vlhich to 
cor.1plete the test. 
Norms for the high-school level General Educational Development 
Test s \·lere established for a sa"11ple of thirty-five thousand , four hundred 
thirty-tHo (35,432) public high-school seniors tested in April-June, 1943, 
just before graduation from a general (non-technical, or non-trade) high-
school curriculwn . The eight h11-11dred fourteen (81L.) schools in the 
1 The Examiner 1 s Hanual, 11Test s of General Educational Develop-
ment , High School Level,tt Publishe d by the Armed Forces 1 Institute, 
American Council on Education, 15 pp. VJashington , D. C., 1945. 
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standardization sa'llple Here selected from the United States Office of 
Education mailing list of public high schools in the continental United 
States . 
These schools i·Iere so selected that their relative distribution 
by states (and by five enrollrnent classes Hithin states) vm.s approxi-
nately the smne as that for all hmnty thousand, seven hundred ti·Ienty-
five (20,725) public high schools in the cow1try. 
For each test , a distribution of scores Has made for each school 
separately. In any large school in vlhich only a fraction (sic l ) of the 
entire senior class had been tested, the frequencies in the distribution 
for that school were \·Jei gh'l:.ed by the reciprocal of that fraction. These 
distributions Here then combined into a Sl...um.."YJ.ary distribution for the 
schools in each enrolL11ent class in each state separately. The schools 
represented i n each of these di stributions consisted of only a fraction 
of the total number ofl schools in the corre spending em·ollment class for 
the state involved. Ac cordingly, the frequencies in each of these dis-
tributions, uhen 1..re i 3;lted by the reciprocal frequencies in t his summary 
distribution for any state, '\<lere approxi m>.tely the same as if all seniors 
in all schools in t he state had been i ncluded in the standardization pro-
gram. 
The size of the fractions referred to, hmvever , is not available, 
and the randomness of the sampling is uncontrolled, so that, although the 
extrapolation may be mathematically correct, some qualification of the 
v alidity and reliability of the norms is needed. 
The regional distributions have been combined into a nation-1-1ide 
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distribution of raw scores for each test, and the McCall T-scale1 tech-
nique applied to each of these distributions to transform the ra,·l scores 
into standard scores, and thereafter into percentile scores. 
The regional differences are of interest, the greatest regional 
range being in Literary ~~terials, 34th percentile in Southern to 69th per-
centile in California, and the least range being in ~~thematics, 42nd per-
centile in Southern to 54th percentile in North Central-Northuest. 
llf&AN SCCRES AND STAND.A.l..D ERRCRS 
(STAl~DARD DEVIArroNS OF THE SCORES) 
The mean scores and standard errors (standard deviations of the 
scores) for the sample group of two hundred applicants are sho'm in Table 
II. 
TABLE II 
l~AN PERCE1-1TILE SCORE;S, STANTIARD DEVIATIONS OF THE SCORES , 
(STA:iWARD ERRORS ,) IN THE SAHPLE GROUP OF 200 APPLICANTS 
FCR THE HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY CERTIFICATE 
N = 200 
Correct and Effective 
Expression 
Social Studies 
Natural Sciences 
Literary Materials 
General Mathematics 
Mean N. E. 
percentile 
scores 
37.9 
61.6 
70.9 
56.6 
63.9 
Standard 
ErroDS 
24.6 
24.0 
21.2 
27.0 
23.5 
1 lvfcCall, WilliamA., Measurement, (The HacmillanCo., 1939, pp505-50g) 
or Garrett, Henry E., Statistics in Psychology and Education, (Longmans 
Green and Co., 1937, pp 151-157.) 
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l As may be seen by Table II , thE"; m.ean percentile v a lues- are of 
spec i al interest because they are considerably higher than he.d b een ex-
pected . The VB.lue of 70.9 per cent for J:Iatural Sci ence and of 63 .9 for 
General I·Iathe;natics, too, are pm~ticularly exception~l.l and may find their 
s ouTce in the fact that the maturation occul~ring b etueen the a ge s of 18 
and 24 is a factor of r e lative l y g1·eo.ter i.Tilportance i n t hese t1·JO su.bject 
matter fields than in the others . 
The lovr value of the mean score in Correct and Effective Expres-
sion i s difficult to expl ain as it is the only one of the five tests tha t 
falls belm.J the criterion norm. The co.use may l ie in e i ther of tHo 
di rections, (1) instruction in this field may be less empathic to post-
gTaduate living experience, or (2) inability to expre s s thoughts effect-
tively may be a -princi pal c ause of failure to complete high school. In 
orc~er to thro1,.J more l ight on these hypotheses, it uoul d seem helpfu l to 
have the General Educational Devel opment tests given to a l arge:r· nwll.be r o-f 
24-yee.r old high-school gradua tes . 
The I ntelligence Quat; ent. Of the t1,m hundred records selected 
at random \·lhi ch contained inforn1ation concerni ng the appl i cant in the form 
of an Intelligence ~'uotient, forty- seven Here based on otis tests , tuenty-
1 The informa tion coul d have been obtained for the ra\·J scores, inst ead 
of the percentil e score, but the p Jrcentile score Has used bede_use the 
evaluation for credit is based on the percentile score; and the tests are 
b8.sically competitive . 
The resul t i ng l oss of statistica l accuracy is le s s than 5%, and , at t_,_e 
level of a ppro:dmation e stab1ished for thi s study , this l oss of statistical 
accuracy is mor e than offset by the greater ease of interpretation obtain-
ed through the use of t he percentil e scores . 
I t is noted that, in the tabl e, \·That 1muld have been standard devia-
tions of the ra1-1 scores become standard errors of the percentile scores. 
The advisability of thi s divergence f rom standard stati stical tech-
nique vias est abli shed i n semi nar . 
eight on Terman test s , fourteen on Hemmcin-Nelson tests, seven on Pintner 
tests and four on Kyh~nan-Anderson tests. 
The mean Intelligence :.Quotient Has 107.6, with a standard devia-
tion of 11.9, the standard error being 1.4. Therefore, it can be assum-
ed that, \·lithin a critical ratio of 2.5, it is likely that the Intelligence 
Quotient of this s~1ple is not less than 104. 
This is not in accordance with the popular belief that students 
who fail to complete high school have in general a lower I telligence 
n 
Quotient than do high-sdhool graduates. The explanation may be that this 
group is the part of the non-graduating group that has taken the step of 
applying for, and has successfully completed, the High School Equivalency 
Certification program. 
In any event, it is indicated that the evaluator or any counselor 
dealing \-lith the guidance aspect of this program, should examine his pre-
judgments in this regard in the light of the demonstrated average 
Intelligence iQuotient which appears to be a characteristic of the recipient 
of a High School Equivalency Certificate. 
Presentation of correlations. In order to be able to cl arify 
the presentation of the correlations among the eleven characteristics, 
the coefficients have been separated into five tables, under the headings: 
(1) correlations among the five characteristics, ~ high school units, 
aim and subsequent grade; (2) correlations ruaong the five subtest scores; 
(3) correlations of the five test scores with each of the five personal 
characteristics, (4) correlations of the Intelligence :Quotient with each of 
the five personal characteristics; and (5) correlations of the Intealigence 
Quotient with each of the five test scores. 
I NTERCORHELATIONS OF THE: FIVB PERSONAL CH..I\.EACTERISTICS 
Since the intercorrelations of the f ive personal characteristics 
in the group may have particular value in the guidance fiel d , these have 
been e l aborated and appear in statistical form as Table III. 
TABLE III 
I NTERCORRELATIONS OF THE FIVE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF 'rHE SA}'IPIE GHOUP OF RECIPIENTS OF THE HI GH 
SCHOOL EQUIVAJ.Ji:NCY CERTIFICATE 
N - 200 
High 
School 
Units 
Service 
Units 
Aim Subsequent 
grade 
Age -.03 
High School Units 
Service units 
Aim 
* Critical r atio = 3.6 
1t~~ Crit ical ratio = 2 .6 
-.06 ±.11 
-.06 ±.08 
±.02 
All other critical ratios are le ss than 2.5 
±.08 
-.2F* 
±.07 
The a pparent l ack of correl ations among the characteristics shoun 
on Table III, ,,Ji th the exception of that found behreen subsequent gr ade 
and age , and beti.Jeen subsequent grade and ser vice units, uoul d seem to 
call f or further study . Hany hypotheses could be developed calling for 
r elationships ainong these factors; but, on the \.Thole, the i mplications 
invol ved i n the fi gures shmm on thi s table trends to bring home to the 
evaluator, and the counselor, the folly of trying to ant i ci pate the nature 
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of the results to be obtained from such statistical inquiry in this stage 
of adult education development . 
I n an attempt further to corroborate the t1.vo correlations that 
developed a critical ratio of more than 2 .5, a second srunple group, 
numbering four hundred Has taken at random and c orrelations uith critical 
ratios Here computed . The results of this refinement v1ere as follm.rs: 
r-age 1.-lith subsequent grade is ± .15 (OR of 2 .7) , and the r-se:r-vice units 
1-1ith ..§_ubse cment _rade is -.17 (OR of 5 .2). 
The point of interest found in these tvro correl ations is that the 
r e l ationship is the opposite of that Hhich may Hell be argued along 
theoretict:l.l lines, that is: according to the results obtained in this 
study , the older per son, 1-.rho, presumably, has been a1.·1ay from school for a 
longer period of ti..me , 1-1hen reinstated , does better work in the classroom 
than does his younger cl assmate; and fm~ther, school experience in the 
armed services lJOul d seem to lead to inferior <.JOrk L11 subsequent study . 
However, before any definite conclusions can be reached, it vJOuld be 
necessary to establish more preci se definition s of terms : 
I NTERCOiffiELATIONS OF TEST SCORES 
Among the five sub-test scores obtained from a random sample of 
t-vro hundred applicants for the High School Equivalency Certificate in 
Hassachusetts , in 1948 , intercorrelations have been sought, and put in 
the form of statistics i-l'hich are given in this study as Table Dl. 
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TABLE TV 
I NTERC ORRSL£.\.TIOES AJ:.lONG TI-W: FDTE SUB- TEST SCORES 
OBTAH :ZD FROH A RAimOH SAI--:r.PLE OF 200 APPLIC.t\lllTS 
FOR THE: HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY CE"RTIFICATE 
I N HASSACHUSET'rS , I N 1948 
N = 200 ss NS Llvl 
Correct and Effective E:t1glish .56 .66 
Socia l Studies .66 . 71 
Natural Sciences .61 
Literary l,Iaterials 
General Nathematics 
N'axi.m.urn standard error • .03 
m-1 
. 30 
.45 
.66 
. L~6 
I n evaluating Table . IV, it i s found that the predi ctive va l ue of 
any one of the scores is negli gible , that is, less than . 50 i n each case . 
I n one or t 1w c ases the correlation, as i ndicated by the scatter d.iagr am, 
is so~<lsYhc.t curvi.linear, and thus it s ratio might be expected to be some-
i-Jhat h i gher than t he coeff icient . I n reality, the correlation ratio i s not 
high enough to make any si gnificant difference i n t he interpretation . 
I n general, the correlat i ons are lovl enou gh to indiBate that the 
t est s efficiently di fferentiate beh1een the fields i ndi eated . As Bennett 
and Doppelt have said: 
I n the process of educat i onal or vocational gui dance .•. 
it i s desirabl e to have t ests Hhich do not correlate very h i ghly 
Hith each other, thereby :~e asuring relati vel y i ndependent t ro.its1 . 
1 G.K.Bennett and J.E.Doppe l t, 11The eva luation of Pai rs of Tests for 
Guidance Use, 11 The Psychological Corpora tion, i n Educati onal and Psycholog-
i cal Heasure::1ent, 8 : 319- 325 ., Hashington , D. C. , 1948 . 
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I t \vould be of considerabl e interest if the correlations bet-
Heen test scores of the seni or high-school st andardizat i on group coul d 
be made availabl e . 
I NTERCORRELATIOHS OF TEST SCORES AND PERS011AL 
CI-IAHACTERI S'I' ICS 
The intercorrel at i ons among the test scores and the personal 
characteristics have been shot-m in Table V. 
TABLE V 
HELA.TI ONSHI P BET.(·lEEN THJ.~ FIVE TEST :::JCOR.ES 
AND TI-lE FI V1.3 PERSOnAL CH..IL"R.ACTEHI STICS OF: 
AGE, HIGII SCHOOL UHITS , SERVICE UNITS , 
AI M, AND GRI'.,.DE • 
Coefficients of Correl ati on N = 200 
Subject 
Correct and 
Effect i ve 
Engli sh 
Social 
Studi es 
natural 
Sciences 
Literary 
Haterials 
General 
Hathematics 
Age 
.22 
.09 
-.04 
.20 
.08 
Hi gh School 
Units 
.16 
.09 
.22 
.19 
.14 
Servi ce 
Units 
- .21 
.06 
. J l 
.26 
-.15 
The maximum standard error = .10 
Ai m 
.08 
. 26 
. 28 
.19 
. 29 
Subsequent 
grade 
. 27 
.06 
. 17 
- .17 
.18 
I t will be seen by Table V that, i n testi ng the i ntercorrelations 
of the five personal characteri stics with the five test scores by the 
criti cal r ati o cri terion of 2 .5 , the foll owi ng seven re l at i onships uere 
found t o have .:.; i gnificance: 
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a . Subsequent Grade i-Jith English , 
b. Service Units 1-Jith Natural Sciences, 
c. Aim uith Fatu.ral Sciences, 
d. Service Units ·Hith Literary l1aterials, 
e . Aim Hith Social Studies, 
f. Ai:11 i-Jith General Hathematics, 
.! 
:1:.27 
:1: .28 
:1: .26 
J:.26 
±.29 
Critical Ratio 
.3. 8 
3.1 
3.0 
.3.0 
2.9 
g. High School Units Hith Literary Haterials ±.19 2.8 
The aspect that is Horthy of note in regard to these re l a tion-
ships l i es not s o much in the seven correlations vrhich pass our test of 
s i gnificance, but rather in the noticible lack of corre l at ion found for 
t he other eighteen pairs, more especially in the relat ionshi p be tHeen the 
nurnber of h i ;sh school units earned before leaving high school and the t est 
scores. It is difficult to expl ain hm..r a causa.l relationship could f a il 
to exist in this instance. Surely such null hypotheses need to be check-
ed f or a sample group of one thousand, for instance, to see to uhat extent 
the degree of credibility i s improved. 
INT,~ LLIG.!!.NCE QUOTIENT3 , PERi..iONAL CHARf._CTERISTICS 
AND T'.:.:,ST SCORES 
The relationshi-p that the Inte llige nce Quotient be:;~;rs to the 
personal cha r acteristics, and to the t e st scores, is pointed out in 
Table VI, and Table VII. 
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N - 200 
-
Age 
High School Units 
Servi ce Units 
Aim 
Subsequent Grades 
H = 200 
Correct and 
Eff e ctive English 
Social Studies 
lilat trral Sciences 
Li terar'J Materials 
General Nathemat ics 
TABlE VI 
INTERCOHR.ELATION.S OF TI-JE IETELLIGEHCE (JUOTIENT 
~HTI-I THE PERSONAL CH1\RACTEIU STICS 
Critical 
Standard r a tio for 
r error Null hypothesis 
±.01 .10 0 .1 
±.25 .09 2.8 
± .OS .10 0.8 
±.09 .10 0 . 9 
±.22 .09 2 .4. 
TABL!.: VII 
INTEHCOR.R.ELATIONS OF THE I NTELLIGEFCE QUOTIEIIT 
1-HTH GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPl-'iENT TEST SCORES 
Critical 
Standard ra.tio for 
r error Null hypothesi s 
±.46 .08 5 .7 
±.30 .09 3.3 
:1:.22 .10 2.2 
±.34 . 09 3.8 
±.1 .. 3 .08 5.4 
In the compa:i:'ison of the Intelligence Qt.wtient obtained during 
schooling , \.Ji th age at the time of issuance of the certificate, as set 
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forth on Table VI, it should be taken into account that grm1th is a 
logorit~nic function, and, since the age of the applicant in months is 
not knm1 , the a ge factor cannot be normally distributed . 
I t might have been reasonably expect ed t hat the non-high-school 
gTaduates, vlith relatively higher Intelligence :Quotients, Hould have been 
the fir st to feel the need of the certificate and, therefore, on the whole, 
'\·JOuld have a l mrer age than those vJith lovJer Intelligence Quotients. The 
data here presented does not support that assv~ption. Hence, the counsel-
or shoul d be careful to avoid any tenaency tovmrd a s su111ing that the 
younger applicant Hould be more lilmly to have had a higher I nt e lligence 
Quotient than did the comparatively older ) erson. 
The data does support the assumption t hat loH intelligence, as 
measured by the I ntelli gence Quotient, i s fre quently connected i~ith lmT 
accomplishment in high school. 
I n vieH of the .r value, the number of students vlith high 
I ntelligence Quotients 1>rho f ail to graduate is far f r om being i ncon-
s i derable . 
The lo1:r correlation betvreen Service m1i ts and I ntelligence 
·Quotient is contrary to expectation, just as is the l ack of r el ationshi p 
betueen college ai.rn. and the Intelligence Quotient. 
The coefficients of correlation of the Intell igence "Quotient i.Ji th 
the five General Educational Developnent test scores are sufficiently low 
to indicate that these te st~3 perform a differentiation that is not dupli-
cated by the Intelligence test . The correlation coefficient be tHeen the 
Natural Science s test and the Intelligence Quotient is so l m..r , nmnely , 
. 22 , CR ~ 2 . 2 , that it vJould seem to indicate thi s test either is very 
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ef f icient i n differentiating in its fie ld, or that its subject matte r 
lies fur ther from t hat used in measuring ment al age than does the sub--· 
ject matter of the other tests . 
At the present time it is contrary to the policy of the adminis-
trators of the High School Eqnivalency Certificate Progr am , i n any of 
the states, to establish an Intelligence Quotient value as a criterion 
for granting of unit credits or f or the issuance of the certificate. 
/.,.2 . 
CHAPI'EH. IV 
SUHt1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I . Sill,It<IARY 
The determination of the mean v a l ue s of age , h i gh s chool unit s , 
service units, aim, and subsequent g-.cade s , for a sample of t uo hundre d. 
of t he veteran recipients of a high school equ.ivalency certificate i n 
1-1assachusetts in 19L,8 , provides a dministrators of this progr am Hith an 
improved under standing of the nature of the per sons rece iving t his 
se rvice. 
The deter mination of the coefficients of correl ation bet ueen 
t hese charact,erist ics furnishes the admi nistrators of t he pr ogr am 1-1ith 
infor mati on indicating certain ba sic general rela tionships , 1·lhich, Hhile 
not of su.fficient degr ee to justify pre diction i :n, counseling the indi v i-
dual, pr ovide s ome i n sight into a hitherto unknOW11 field.. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
The folloHing conclusions concer ning t he operation of the Hi gh 
school Equivalency Pr ogr am for v et e r an s i n the state of 11as sachus et t s 
result from consider ation of t he data pr e sented. i n t his study : 
1. The typ:i.ca l recipient of the certif ica te is 24 yeE~.rs old , has 
complet e d. 7 unit s of high school Hork and 4 service nnits, plans to enter 
college , receives a B aver age in courses taken follm.Jing the testing pro-
gram , had an intelligence quotient of 104, and receives a higher score in 
the gene r al Educational Develop:nent tests than the typical h i gh school 
senior about to graduate. 
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2 . The General Educational Development test mean percentile 
position of the veteran a pplicant for the certificate is significantly 
high, compared to the high school senior group from Hhich the norm 1·Jas 
derived, in t he sub j ect field of Natural Science , and significantly lm-1 
in the subject field of Correct and Effective Expression . 
3. The intelligence quotient of the typical recipient of the 
certificate is above the mean . 
4. There is a s i gnificant positive correlation betHeen the 
factors of age and subsequent grade . 
5 . There is a sig-nificant. negative correlation bet"l-reen servi ce 
units and subsequent g-£ade . 
6 . The General Educational Development Te sts are valid to the 
extent that they differentiate adequatel y a1nong the subject matter fie l ds . 
7. There a.re significant positive correlations betueen: 
Subsequent gr~:.de and Use of English . 
Ser-vice Units 11 Natural Science score. 
Aim 11 Natural .Science score . 
Ai..m 11 Social Studies score. 
Service Unit s 11 Literar"J Haterials score. 
Ai..m 11 General Hathematic s score . 
High School Units 11 Literay>\; Iviateri als score . 
8 . There is a significant positive corr-elation beb·Jeen the 
Intelligence Quotient and hi gh school m1its , and bet1:1een the Intelligence 
Quotient and each of the General Educational Development test scores with 
the exception of Natural Science . 
9 . The General Educational Development tests do not duplicate 
the different i ation of the I ntelligence tests. 
10. It is more difficult to explain the failure of certain ex-
pected relationship to appear, than to develop hypotheses supporting the 
Lt.L,. •• 
correlations ;;hich ·Here f ound to be signifi cant . 
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CK\PTER V 
LDHTATIOlTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER 
STUDY 
I. LIHITATIONS 
1. This study Has limited by the character of the information 
appearing on the certificate of the appl icant, and on his application 
blank . 
2 . Greater validity probably \Jould result if the follm,ring 
inforuw.tion were available , namely; a ge in months; high school ere di t s 
accorape.nied by grades received and class level of the school i ssuing 
the g rade; date and cause of leavi na high school; subsequent use to 
Hhich the certificate is put; and grades received in educational ac -
tivity folloHing the issuance of the High School Equivalency Certificate . 
J . The study vias further limite d by the re gional source of the 
sample, as Hell a s by the limitation of size of t he S&llpl ;:, s e lecte<i . 
L~. I ntelligence quotients appear on the applicat i on of one out 
II. SUGGESTI ONS FO?. FUHTHER STUDY 
1. The reason for the comparative ly lm·n,alue of the me an score 
i n Correct and Ef ective Expre ssion should be i nvesti gated . 
2. Standardized General Educational Development norms for a 
large group 24-year-old high-school graduates should be developed . 
3. The comparative scholastic accomplishment of the veteran 
hi gh-school graduate and the veteran non-high-school graduate should be 
studied . 
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l" . .An inve stigation of the per for mance level of I·JOrk done upon 
recommendat ion of the evaluator i s needed . 
5. The measure described as subsequent r:rade needs more 
ac curate def init i on . 
5 . The position of the i nt elligence quotient in t he eval uat ion 
procedure of the Gener al Educational Developnent test should be studi ed 
to see to \·!hat extent the administrators of the Progr am are justified 
i n limiting it s use . 
7. The program, 1,.rhen extended to the civilian population, should 
be studied so as to permit of a mor e exact and detailed definiti on of 
term.s. 
8 . Universal availability of the certificate may cause high 
school student s to leave school before graduating, in antici pation of 
se curing a certificate at a l ater date , and t his relationshi p shoul d not 
be a.llmred to devel op unobserved . 
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I. THE NATURE AND PURPOSES OF THE TEST BATTERY 
1. The Major Purposes of the Tests 
The major purposes of the United States Armed 
Institute Tests of General Educational Develop-
to provide a more adequate_basis for the educa-
tional and vocational guidance of those who 
have served in the armed forces. 
2. to assist the schools in the appropriate place-
ment in a program of general education of the 
students returning from military service. 
3. to help the schools determine the amount of 
academic credit which should be granted stu-
dents for their educational experiences in mili-
tary service. 
The tests are accordingly designed to measure the 
extent to which all of the past educational experiences 
of the individual tested-including the experiences 
gained in military service--have contributed to his 
general educational development. or to his ability to 
carry on successfully in a program of general educa-
tion of the type which the academic high school and 
the first two years of the liberal arts college aim to 
provide. 
The third of these purposes is strictly incidental to 
the first two, but is rendered of major practical im-
portance by the credit-counting and time-serving 
features of our prevailing system of education. It is 
obvious that this third purpose can be accomplished 
only indirectly. In the absence of any comparable 
test results secured at the time of induction into serv-
ice, it is impossible to determine the academic equiva-
lent (in terms of course credits) of any individual's 
in-service experience per se. His proper educational _ 
placement at the time of discharge or demobilization 
may be objectively determined, but the effects of his 
pre-service and in-service experiences will be inex-
tricably intermingled. All these tests can do, there-
fore, is to help the schools determine what maximum 
amount of academic credit for educational experience 
in military service is consistent with the actual educa-
tional development of the individual and the credit 
previously earned by him. _ 
Among the many other possible uses of these tests, 
one in particular deserves special mention. With 
war service persons having no plans for further formal 
educational training, these tests can indicate to their 
prospective employers the extent to which they have 
attained the equivalent of a high school or college 
education. In consideration of the increasing fre-
quency with which employers set definite educational 
requirements for specific positions, as well as of the 
tendency to make increasing use of test results in 
selecting employees, this latter use of the Tests of 
General Educational Development may well prove of 
first importance to a large proportion of war service 
persons tested. 
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2. Organization of the Battery 
Two separate batteries of the Tests of General Edu-
cational Development have been constructed, one for 
use at the high school level and the other at the level 
of the first two years of college. The high-school-
level tests are intended to be used primarily to deter-
mine whether or not the individual has had the 
equivalent of a general high school education, or 
should be granted a high school diploma. The col-
lege-level tests are intended for use primarily to deter-
mine whether or not the individual tested is as capable 
of carrying on advanced college work as the student 
who has taken certain broad introductory or survey 
courses generally offered in the first two years of the 
liberal arts college, or has reached the same level of 
general educational development as the student who 
has had such survey courses. The high-school-level 
battery consists of five comprehensive examinations 
concerned respectively with English composition, the 
social studies, the natural sciences, literature, and 
mathematics. The college-level battery is similarly 
organized, except for the omission of a comprehensive 
examination in mathematics; special ·examinations 
corresponding to various college courses in mathe-
matics are provided instead of a comprehensive ex-
amination at this level. · 
3. Military and Civilian Forms 
Two equivalent forms of the general battery have 
been constructed for use at each level. One form 1 
(Form A) is retained for us_e exclusively by the United 
States Armed Forces Institute and its agents, to be 
administered to men and women who are serving or 
have served in the armed forces and who plan to 
return to school or who desire academic credit for 
their educational in-service experiences. The scores 
made by these individuals on the military form (Form 
A) of the tests will be reported to the schools and 
employers by the United States Armed Forces Insti-
tute in the manner described in the publication of the 
American Council on Education, "Sound Educational 
Credit for Milit;:try Experience," aRd in the publica-
tion of the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals, "Secondary-School Credit for Educational 
Experience in Military Service." 
The other form (Form B) is generally available to ' 
high schools and colleges through the Cooperative 
Test Service of the American Council on Education 
and the Science Research Associates. These civilian 
forms will enable the schools to establish their own 
local norms for the interpretation of the scores re-
ported to them by the United States Armed Forces 
Institute, and will also enable them to secure for 
themselves comparable measures on students who 
have had no military experience. 
4. Desirable General Characteristics of the Tests 
In consideration of the purposes of the tests and of 
the nature of the in-service experiences of the persons 
tested, it is apparent that these tests should differ 
markedly from the examinations that have been gen-
erally used in the past to measure school progress. 
While the persops to be tested will often have made 
considerable educational progress while in service, 
they will in most instances have developed educa-
tionally in a very different manner than they would 
had they remained in school. In general their in-
service educational growth will be due in a much 
larger measure than normally to their own delibera-
tions, to first-hand observation, to direct experience, 
jto self-directed reading and study, to conversation 
and informal group discussions, and to a process of 
maturation intensified and accelerated by the circum-
stances of war-rather than to vicarious experiences 
or contact with textbooks and formal pedagogical 
procedures. It is extremely important, therefore, 
that their educational development be so measured 
that they will not be unfairly handicapped because of 
the manner in which it took place; that is, so that 
they will not be penalized because of their lack of 
recent academic experience or formal classroom 
instruction. 
This means that the tests must measure as directly 
as possible the attainment of the ultimate objectives 
of the whole program of general education, and must 
minimize as much as possible the more immediate and 
temporary content objectives of special school sub-
1 jects. The test~ !fiUSt be concern,e~ primarily with 
I the student's ab1hty to "carry on ' m a program of general education, rather than with how he achieved that ability. The emphasis must be placed on intel-
lectual power rather than detailed content, upon the 
acquisition of broad but definite generalizations, con-
cepts, and ideas, and particularly upon the abilities to 
comprehend exactly, to evaluate critically, and to 
think clearly in terms of such concepts and ideas, 
rather than upon the detailed facts from which the 
ideas and generalizations were originally derived. In 
formal instruction it is necessary to place temporary 
stress on detailed descriptive facts in order that the 
generalizations developed may be meaningful and 
genuine, but it is fully expected that once the gen-
eralizations are firmly established many of the sub-
stantiating details and their arbitrary organization 
'
will be forgotten. In school examin-ations, it may be 
permissible or even desirable to test for these details, 
both because of t'he recency of their acquisition and 
because they must be retained temporarily, but in the 
'I tests here considered this practice would be clearly 
undesirable. 
This certainly does not mean that the informa-
tional background or knowledge of the student is un-
important or that it may be ignored by these tests. 
On the contrary, these tests should hold the student 
responsible for a very extensive and substantial body 
of knowledge, but it should consist primarily of those 
elements of knowledge which are of widest applica-
bility or of greatest functional value-that is, of 
important ideas, generalizations, methods of pro-
cedure, and fundamental information, rather than of 
highly detailed descriptive facts and technical data. 
Furthermore, in fairness to the war service person 
- involved, some preference should be given to those 
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items of knowledge which may be readily acquired 
informally b_Y intelligent observation, discriminating 
general readmg, and other methods of self-education, 
as opposed to those likely to be acquired only through 
formal education-such as the "shop talk" and the 
arbitrary organizations of subject matter content 
which are the relatively unique property of instruc-
tors and research workers in special fields. 
5. The Tests in the Social Studies, the Na 
Sciences, and th·e Humanities 
The type of test used · in the social studies, the 
natural sciences, and the humanities is that in which 
the student is required to interpret and to evaluate a 
number of reading selections representative of those 
he will have to read and study in subsequent school 
work. This type of test is particularly appropriate 
in these areas in light of the considerations discussed 
in the preceding paragraphs. In the first place, 
through this type of test the student can be held 
both directly and indirectly responsible for a wide 
background of fundamental knowledge. One's abil-
ity to interpret a printed discussion of any special 
subject obviously depends primarily upon how much 
he already knows and has thought about the subject 
involved and about the broad field from which it is 
taken. This is particularly true if the discussion was 
written for readers who are presumably already well 
informed in the general area involved, which is the 
type of selection used in these tests. One cannot 
possibly fully comprehend an advanced discussion 
about social insurance, for example, without knowing 
the meaning of the many basic terms and phrases 
unique to the social studies which are used in the 
discussion, or without knowing the essential features 
and inter-relationships of the social, political, and 
economic institutions and practices mentioned, or 
withput being able to supply some specific examples 
of the general references made and to amplify the 
analogies used, etc. The more of this background the 
student possesses the greater is the likelihood that he 
will answer correctly the questions calling for a direct 
interpretation of the passage read. This type of test 
can thus require that an integrated body of knowledge 
be brought to bear on particular problems, without 
placing any undue premium upon the peculiar form 
or organization in which the student's ideas have 
been acquired, or without penalizing him unduly for 
inability to supply any particular fact or set of facts 
where another will serve the same general purpose. 
While thus well suited to the task of determining 
the extent of the student's background of substantial 
knowledge in the field tested, this type of test has 
been selected for qse in this battery primarily because 
of its effectiveness in measuring certain generalized 
intellectual skills and abilities needed by the student 
for success in his later school work. These include 
such abilities as those needed to detect errors and 
inconsistencies in logic, to develop and apply gen-
eralizations, to determine the adequacy of evidence, 
to draw inferences from data, to note implicit assump-
tions and to "dig out" meanings not explicitly stated, 
to form value judgments, to recognize as such an 
appeal to the emotions rather than to the intellect, to 
recognize and resist the tricks of the propagandist, to 
detect bias, and many other abilities involved in criti-
cal thinking in general. 
6. The Test in Correctness and Effectiveness of 
Expression 
This test consists principally of a series of passages 
of connected prose which were originally well written 
but which for test purposes have been systematically 
corrupted by including many of the most common 
and serious faults and infelicities found in the writing 
of high school and college students. Each passage is 
"nted in a narrow column on the left-hand side of 
test page, with certain words-, phrases and sen-
and marks of punctuation underlined and 
numbered. On the right-hand side of the page sev-
eral ways of writing each numbered portion are pre-
sented. For each numbered portion the student 
must decide which of the suggested ways of writing 
it is best, thus restoring the passage to something like 
its original form. 
This la rger _context permits the inclusion of errors 
in choice of words, order of sentences, connecting 
links between sentences, irrelevant and unnecessary 
details, parallel structure, sequences of t enses, incon-
sistency, style, good taste, and literary tact which 
could not be based upon isolated sentences, and per-
mits also the inclusion of any type of error which 
might otherwise be tested in independent sentences, 
such as errors in punctuation, capitalization, agree-
ment of pronoun and of antecedent, use of adverb for 
adjective, and agreement of noun with subject. 
7. The Test of General Mathematical Ability (High 
School Level Only) 
The test of general mathematical ability, which is 
contained in the high-school-level battery only, is a 
test of general problem solving ability of a very prac-
tical sort. The problem situations vary widely in 
nature, including problems concerned with: the esti-
mating of costs of simple home repair projects, eval-
uating and checking simple business transactions, 
understanding and ability to make use of basic arith-
metic, algebraic, and geometric concepts, employ-
ment of and familiarity with various units of meas-
urement, the use of tables, scale drawings, and graphs, 
a knowledge of indirect measurement and approxi-
mate computation and estimation, understanding of 
some of the mathematical aspects of insurance, taxa-
tion, installment buying, investment and statistics, 
etc. 
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At the college level, in place of a comprehensive 
test of general mathematical ability, examinations 
are provided for a number of special courses in college 
mathematics (such as the United States Armed 
Forces Institute Examination in College Algebra,--in 
Analytic Geometry,--in Plane Trigonometry, etc.) . 
8. Use of the Battery as a High School Equivalence 
Examination 
1 t is expected that this battery of tests will be used 
primarily, so far as war veterans are concerned, as a 
"high school equivalence examination," that is, as a 
basis for determining whether or not a veteran who 
never attended or never completed high school has 
nevertheless acquired the equivalent of a general high 
school education. To use the scores on these tests 
for this purpose, individual schools (or groups of 
schools) must determine for themselves what critical 
scores on the individual t ests, or what average score 
on the five tests, or both, the veteran must exceed to 
qualify for a high s~hool diploma. One school, for 
example, may reqmre only that the veteran score 
above 35 (standard score) on each of the five tests. 
Another school may specify that his score on no test 
may fall below 34, unless his average score on all 
tests exceeds 45. Still another school may specify 
that his average score must exceed 36, and that he 
must score above 36 on T est 1 and above 34 on each 
of the other tests. The foregoing are intended as il-
lustrations only, not as recommendations. Schools de-
siring recommendations concerning the establishment 
of critical scores should consult the Handbook pre-
pared by the Cooperative Study of Training and Ex-
perience in the Armed Services, which may be se-
cured from the American Council on Education 744 
Jackson Place, Washington, D. C. ' 
lt is expected that schools in different sections of 
the country will set different standards on these t ests 
and that individual schools or types of schools withi~ 
the same region may set different critical scores than 
others. The norms presented in the following pages 
should help the schools determine appropriate stand-
ards, but some schools may wish to establish local 
norms (with their own civilian students) to help them 
further in the determination of appropriate critical 
scores. As indicated earlier, the civilian forms (Form 
B) of the tests are available for this purpose. 
II. NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS 
1. The High School Standardization Program 
Norms for the high-school-level Tests of General 
Educational Development were established for a sam-
ple of 35,432 public high school seniors tested in 
April-June, 1943, just before graduation from a gen-
eral (non-technical or non-trade) high school cur-
riculum. The 814 schools in the standardization 
sample were selected from the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion mailing list of public high schools in the conti-
nental United States. These schools were so selected 
that their relative distribution by states (and by en-
rollment classes within states) was approximately the 
same as that for all (20,725) public high schools in 
the country. 
For each test, a weighted 1 frequency distribution 
of raw scores was prepared for each state separately, 
and these state distributions were combined into sum-
mary distributions for the following geographical re-
gions, corresponding to the areas served by the 
r--incipal accrediting agencies of the country: 
REGION 1: NEW ENGLAND STATES 
Connecticut New Hampshire 
Maine Rhode Island 
Massachusetts Vermont 
REGION II: MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
Delaware New Jersey 
District of Columbia New York 
Maryland · Pennsylvania 
REGION III: SOUTHE RN STATE S 
Alabama North Carolina 
Florida South Carolina 
Georgia Tennessee 
Kentucky Texas 
Louisiana Virginia 
Mississippi 
REGION IV: NoRTH CENTRAL S TATEs 
Arizona Kansas North Dakota 
Arkansas Michigan Ohio 
Colorado Minnesota Oklahoma 
Illinois Missouri South Dakota 
Indiana Nebraska West Virginia 
Iowa New Mexico Wisconsin 
Wyoming· 
1 For each test, a distribution of scores was made for each 
school separately. (In any large school in which only a fraction 
of the entire senior class had been tested, the frequencies in the 
distribution for that school were weighted by the reciprocal of 
that fraction.) These distributions were then combined into a 
summary distribution for the schools in. each ~J!roll!llen_t class 
(as classified in the U.S. Office of Educat10n ma!lmg hst) m each 
state separately. The schools represented in each of these dis-
tributions constituted only a fraction of the total number of 
schools in the corresponding enrollment class for the state in-
volved. Accordingly, the frequencies in each of these distribu-
tions were weighted by the reciprocal of this fraction for the 
class involved. The weighted distributions for all five enroll-
ment classes were then combined into summary distributions for 
each state. Thus, for each test, the weighted frequencies in this 
summary distribution for any state were ~~oroximat~ the 
same as if all seniors in all schools in the statead been inc uded 
in the standardization program. 
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REGION V: NORTHWESTERN STATES 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nevada 
Oregon 
Utah 
Washington 
REGION VI: CALIFORNIA 
The regional distributions were then combined into 
a nation-wide distribution of raw scores for each test , 
and the McCall T-scale technique 2 was applied to 
each of these distributions to transform the raw scores 
into standard scores. On this T-scale, a standard 
score of 50 corresponds to the test performance of a 
typical (median) graduating high school senior for the 
country as a whole, while standard scores of 70, 60, 
40, and 30 correspond, respectively, to percentile 
ranks of 98, 84, 16, and 2 in the nation-wide distribu-
tion. (The percentile rank of any standard score in 
the nation-wide distribution for graduating seniors 
may be found in the last column of Table 1, follow-
ing.) 
These standard scores have the same meaning 3 for t 
and are therefore comparable for all five tests of the 
battery. Tables for converting raw scores to stand-
ard scores are printed on the scoring keys for the 
various tests, so that the conversion may be quickly · 
and easily made at the time the tests are scored, and 
so that ~nl the standard score need be originally 
recorded_. 
2. The Tables of Percentile Norms 
Table 1 presents the norms for Test 1:- Correctness 
and Effectiveness of Expression. Norms are reported 
separately for each of six geographical regions and 
for the country as a whole. For example, in the New 
England States a standard score of 62 fell at the 82nd 
percentile in the weighted summary distribution, 
that is, 82 percent of the New England high school 
seniors made a standard score below 62. In the Mid-
dle Atlantic States, 85 percent of the high school 
seniors scored below the same standard score of 62. 
Similarly, a standard score of 41 fell at the 20th per-
centile in the distribution for the North Central 
States, and at the 18th percentile in the distribution 
for the entire country. The rest of Table 1, as well 
as Tables 2-5, may be similarly read. 
2 See pages 505-508 of McCall, William A., Measurement, I 
The Macmillan Co., 1939, or pages 151-157 of Garrett, Henry 
E., Statistics in Psychology and Education, Longmans Green and 
Co., 1937. 
a It is important to note that the standard scores used with 
these tests do not have the same meaning as and are not com-
parable with the "Scaled Scores" used with the tests published 
by the Cooperative Test Service. • 
TABLE 1: Percentile Norms for Test oj"Correctness and Effectiveness 
of Expression (High School Level) 
Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Various Standard Scores 
for Public High School Seniors Tested at Time of Graduation 
from a General (non-trade) High School Curriculum 
Percentile Ranks 
Region Region Region Region Region Region 
I II III IV v VI 
Standard (New (Middle (South- (North (North- (Cali- Total 
Scores England) Atlantic) ern) Central) western) fornia) U.S. 
J 
74 99 
73 98 
\ 72 98 99 99 99 99 71 97 98 98 98 98 
70 96 97 98 98 98 
69 95 96 99 98 99 98 97 
68 93 95 98 97 98 97 96 
67 92 94 97 96 98 96 96 
66 91 93 96 95 97 96 95 
65 89 91 95 94 96 94 93 
64 87 90 95 93 94 93 92 
63 84 88 94 91 92 90 90 
62 82 85 92 90 90 87 88 
61 80 82 90 88 88 85 86 
60 78 79 88 86 86 83 84 
59 74 76 86 84 84 79 82 
58 70 72 85 81 82 75 79 
57 67 68 82 78 78 72 76 
56 63 65 80 75 75 68 73 
55 59 61 77 72 71 64 69 
54 56 57 74 68 67 59 66 
53 52 53 70 65 64 55 62 
52 1!7 -.r9, 66 62 62 ~51 43 44 61 58 58/ 46 54 so 40 41 58 55 54 41 
49 36 37 ' 53 -51 37 46 
48 32 34 5 46 32 42 
47 28 29 46 42 30 38 
46 25 26 42 39 27 34 
45 20 22 39 34 24 31 
44 16 18 36 31 30 20 27 
43 14 16 33 27 26 17 24 
42 13 14 30 24 24 15 21 
41 12 11 27 20 21 14 18 
40 10 9 24 17 18 12 16 
39 7 7 21 15 15 10 14 
38 6 6 18 13 12 9 12 
37 5 5 15 11 11 . 7 10 
36 4 4 13 9 9 5 8 
* 
35 3 3 11 7 8 4 7 
34 3 2 9 6 7 3 5 
33 2 2 8 5 6 3 4 
32 1 1 7 4 5 2 4 
31 1 5 3 4 2 3 
30 4 3 3 2 2 
29 4 2 2 1 2 
28 3 2 2 1 
27 3 1 1 1 
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TABLE 2: Percentile Norms for Test of Inter pretation of Reading 
Materials in the Social Studies (High School Level) 
Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Various Standard Scores 
for Public High School Seniors Tested at Time of Graduation 
from a General (non-trade) High School Curriculum 
Percentile Ranks 
Region Region Region Region Region Region 
I II III IV v VI 
Standard (New (Middle (South- (North (North- (Cali- Total 
Scores England) Atlantic) ern) Central) western) fornia) U.S. 
75 98 
74 97 
73 99 99 96 
72 99 98 99 98 96 99 
71 98 98 98 99 98 95 98 
70 98 97 98 98 97 94 98 
69 97 97 98 98 97 93 97 
68 96 95 97 97 96 93 96 
67 94 93 97 96 94 91 96 
66 92 91 96 95 92 89 95 
65 90 90 95 94 91 88 93 
64 89 89 95 93 90 86 92 
63 88 88 94 92 89 84 90 
62 85 85 93 90 87 81 88 
61 83 82 92 88 85 77 86 
60 80 80 90 86 83 74 84 
59 78 77 88 84 81 71 82 
58 75 73 86 81 79 68 79 
57 72 70 84 78 76 64 76 
56 69 66 82 75 72 61 73 
55 65 61 80 71 68 58 69 
54 57 76 66 53 66 
53 53 73 62 4~ 62 
52 70 .59 46 58 
51 67 55 42 54 
5tJ'""- 63 5,v · 48 38 'so 
49 39 37 60 47 44 34 46 
48 34 32 56 42 40 31 42 
47 31 28 4/ 39 37 29 38 
46 26 24 5() 34 33 26 34 
45 22 20 47 31 29 22 31 
44 18 18 43 28 25 19 27 
43 15 15 40 24 21 17 24 
42 12 13 36 21 18 15 21 
41 11 11 32 19 15 13 18 
40 9 9 29 16 13 12 16 
39 8 7 26 14 10 10 14 
38 "7 6 22 12 8 8 12 
37 6 5 19 10 6 7 10 
36 5 4 16 8 5 6 8 
35 4 3 14 7 4 5 7 
34 3 2 11 5 4 4 5 
33 3 2 10 4 3 3 4 
32 2 1 8 3 2 2 4 
31 1 6 3 2 1 3 
30 1 5 2 1 1 2 
29 4 2 1 2 
28 4 2 1 1 
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TABLE 3: Percentile Norms for Test of Interpretation of Reading 
Materials in the Natural Sciences (High School Level) 
Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Various Standard Scores 
for Public High School Seniors Tested at Time of Graduation 
from a General (non-trade) High School Curriculum 
Percentile Ranks 
Region Region Region Region Region Region 
I II III IV v VI 
Standard (New (Middle (South- (North (North- (Cali- Total 
Scores England) Atlantic) ern) Central) western) fornia) u. s. 
75 99 97 
74 98 96 
73- 99 98 96 
72 99 98 98 95 99 
71 98 98 99 97 94 98 
70 98 98 98 97 93 98 
' 69 98 97 99 98 96 91 97 
68 98 96 98 97 95 90 96 
67 97 94 97 96 94 89 96 
66 95 93 97 95 93 88 95 
65 93 91 96 93 91 86 93 
64 92 90 95 92 90 84 92 
63 90 88 93 91 88 82 90 
62 88 86 92 89 86 80 88 
61 ' 86 84 91 87 83 78 86 
60 85 81 90 84 81 75 84 
. 59 83 78 88 82 78 72 82 
58 80 76 86 80 76 69 79 
57 77 72 83 77 73 66 76 
56 74 67 80 73 69 63 73 
55 71 64 78 70 64 58 69 
54 66 59 74 66 59 55 66 
53 63 55 72 63 54 52 62 
52 60 52 69 59 .. so--- 4· 58 
51 57 ~ -4'8, 66 55 ~~ 46 44 54 
so .. sy ~ 44 62 50 . 42 42 -50 
49 47 40 ' 57 . 46 38 39 46 
48 43 36 ' sV 42 34 35 42 
47 39 32 49 38 30 31 38 
46 35 28 44 33 26 27 34 
45 32 26 41 30 24 24 31 
44 29 24 38 27 22 21 27 
43 27 20 34 24 19 18 24 
42 24 17 31 21 17 16 21 
41 20 15 27 18 14 14 18 
40 18 13 23 15 13 13 16 
39 15 11 20 12 9 11 14 
38 13 9 17 11 7 9 12 
37 10 7 15 9 5 7 10 
36 9 5 12 7 4 6 8 
35 7 4 10 5 3 6 7 
34 6 3 8 4 2 5 5 
33 5 2 7 3 1 4 4 
32 4 2 6 2 3 4 
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TABLE 4 : Percentile Norms for Test of Interpretation of Literary 
Materials (High School Level)· 
Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Various Standard Scores 
for Public High School Seniors Tested at Time of Graduation 
from a General (non-trade) High School Curriculum 
Percentile Ranks 
Region Region Region Region Region Region 
I II III IV v VI 
Standa rq (New (Middle (South- (North (North- (Cali- Total 
Scores England) Atlantic) . ern) Central) western) fomia) u.s. 
74 99 
73 98 
72 99 99 99 99 97 99 
71 98 98 98 98 96 98 
70 97 98 99 98 97 95 98 
69 97 97 98 98 96 94 97 
68 96 96 98 97 95 92 96 
67 94 95 97 96 93 90 96 
66 93 94 97 95 92 89 95 
65 91 93 96 94 90 86 93 
64 89 91 96 93 89 83 92 
63 86 90 95 92 88 80 9{) 
62 84 88 94 90 86 76 88 
61 81 85 92 87 83 72 86 
60 78 83 . 90 85 81 68 84 
59 75 80 89 83 78 65 82 
58 72 77 87 80 75 61 79 
57 68 73 84 77 72 57 76 
56 64 69 81 74 69 53 73 
55 59 64 78 71 67 69 
55 .60 76 68 64/ 47 66 ' 54 53 50..____ 56 73 63 59 43 62 
52 45 ...... 52 70 59 55 40 58 
51 42 -2f9 67 55 5) 36 \5~ 
5 38 45 63 sJ....--- 47 33 50 
49 34 41 60 48 44 30 46 
48 30 37 ~ 44 41 27 42 47 26 32 39 37 24 38 46 23 29 35 33 21 34 
45 21 26 44 31 29 19 31 
44 18 23 40 27 24 17 27 
43 15 20 36 24 19 15 24 
42 13 18 33 21 16 13 21 
41 11 15 30 18 13 11 18 
40 10 12 26 15 10 9 16 
39 9 10 23 13 7 8 14 
38 7 8 20 11 6 6 12 
37 5 6 17 9 5 4 10 
36 4 5 15 8 4 3 8 
35 3 4 13 7 4 3 7 
34 2 3 11 5 3 2 5 
33 1 3 9 4 3 2 4 
32 1 2 7 3 2 1 4 
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TABLE 5: Percentile Norms for Test of General Mathematical Ability 
(High School Level) 
Percentile Ranks Corresponding to Various Standard Scores 
for Public High School Seniors T ested at Time of Graduation 
from a General (non-trade) High School Curriculum 
Percentile Ranks 
Region - Region Relion Region Region Region 
I II I I IV v VI 
Standard (New (Middle (South- (North (North- {Cali- Total 
Scores England) Atlantic) ern) Central) western) fornia) u. s. 
73 99 99 99 
72 98 98 98 99 99 
71 97 98 98 98 99 98 
70 96 98 98 97 98 98 
69 95 97 99 97 97 96 97 
68 95 97 98 96 96 96 96 
67 94 96 98 95 95 95 96 
66 92 95 97 94 94 94 95 
65 91 93 97 93 92 93 93 
64 89 92 95 91 91 91 92 
63 87 91 94 90 89 88 90 
62 85 89 93 .87 86 87 88 
61 83 87 91 85 83 85 86 
60 81 86 89 82 80 82 84 
59 79 84 87 80 77 79 82 
58 75 81 85 76 0 74 77 79 
57 73 77 83' 73 71 075 76 
56 71 73 80 69 67 73 073 
55 68 70 77 66 65 70 69 
54 65 66 74 61 0 62 66 66 
53 63 63 70 58 60 62 62 
52 59 58 66 54 54 59 58 
51 56 54 63 56--~ 57 54 
s 53 // ~ 59 / '46 46 54 ..50 
49 5()" 46 ',0 55 42 42 0 46 ° 
48 46 41 ' 5.1 38 38 46 42 
47 43 37 47 34 34 41 38 
46 39 33 42 30 28 36 34 
45 36 30 38 27 25 33 31 
44 31 26 34 23 21 30 27 
43 27 22 30 20 18 26 24 
42 25 20 28 18 16 23 21 
41 22 17 25 16 14 19 18 
40 19 14 22 13 12 16 16 
39 16 12 19 11 11 14 14 
38 13 10 16 9 9 13 12 
37 11 9 14 8 8 12 10 
36 9 7 12 7 7 10 8 
---7 35 8< 6 10 5 6 9- 0 7 
34 7 5 8 4 5 8 5 
33 5 4 5 3 4 7 4 
32 4 3 4 3 3 5 4 
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III. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TESTS 
1. Administering the Tests 
Before administering any one of the Tests of General 
Educational Development, the examiner should famil-
iarize himself thoroughly with the test, preferably by 
taking the test himself, and in any case by reading 
carefully the directions to the student on the title 
page and within the test booklet, and by noting the 
types of test items and the manner in which there-
sponses are recorded on the answer sheet. 
Each of the tests is to be administered under work-
llimit conditions, that is, each student should be given as much time as he needs to complete the test. These 
tests are intended to measure the student's intellec-
tual power, rather than his rate of work. This work-
limit feature is particularly important in the testing 
of war veterans, who, because of their lack of recent 
academic experience and relative unfamiliarity with 
objective testing techniques, might be unfairly penal-
ized by uniform and relatively short time limits, in 
comparison with the civilian students for whom the 
norms were established. Experience has shown, 
however, that a period of 90 minutes per test is ade-
quate for nearly all persons to whom the high-school-
level tests may be given. 
Specially designed answer sheets are provided for 
these tests. Where answer sheets are to be machine-
scored, students must record their responses by means 
of a special pencil filled with electrographic lead, ob-
tainable from the International Business Machines 
Corporation, and must be given the usual special 
directions for marking the sheets. If answer sheets 
are to be hand-scored, any soft pencil with a good 
eraser will do. If the students are urged not to make 
any marks or calculations within the test booklet, 
booklets may be used repeatedly. If so used, the 
booklets should be carefully inspected and all marks 
erased before each re-use. 
The tests should of course be administered under 
favorable examination conditions. Each student 
should be provided with a good writing surface, with 
adequate room for an 8!" x 11" booklet and a sepa-
rate answer sheet; the lighting should be adequate for 
reading the smallest print in the test booklet; stu-
dents should be seated so as to discourage copying; 
no notes or books should be brought to the examina-
tion room; the room should be kept quiet and the 
students guarded against interruption; students tak-
ing Test 5 (General Mathematical Ability) shOuld be 
provided with scratch paper; etc. 
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When large groups are to be tested, one proctor 
should be provided for every 20-30 students. The 
proctors will assist in distributing the materials, in 
maintaining order, in answering questions · 
procedure, and in supervising the students to 
sure that the directions for marking the answer sheets 
are being followed. 
The steps in administering any of the tests are as 
follows: 
1. Distribute the t est materials and answer sheets 
to the students, warning them in advance not to 
open the test booklet until they are told to do so. 
2. Direct the students to enter the identifying in-
formation in the appropriate blanks on the an-
swer sheet. 
3. Read aloud the directions on the title page as the 
students read them silently. (If answer sheets 
are to be machine-scored, explain carefully how 
the answer sheets should be marked.) 
4. Tell the students that they will have all the 
time they need to finish the test, but that they 
should not waste time.- Tell them also that 
!they will not be penalized for wrong answers. 
· S. Answer any questions concerning the directions, 
but tell them nothing that will help them answer 
specific questions. 
6. Tell the students to begin work. 
7. As early as possible in the test period, inspect 
the work of each student to make sure he is 
following directions in marking the answer sheet. 
If answer sheets are to be machine-scored, 
make sure that each student is making his marks 
heavy, black, and glossy; that his erasures are 
complete; arid that he is not making irrelevant 
marks. 
· 8. See that students who finish early leave quietly 
without disturbing the others. 
9. When all students have finished, count the book-
lets and answer sheets to make sure all have 
been collected. Future testings may be com-
pletely invalidated if a single booklet gets into 
the hands of unauthorized persons. 
10. If answer sheets are to be machine-scored, take 
care that none are creased or their edges broken. 
Do not bind with rubber bands unless protected 
by stiff covering cardboards. 
2. Scoring the Tests 
Before they are scored, the answer sheets should be 
scanned for multiple answers, crossed out answers, 
and careless erasures. Whenever more than one re-
sponse is marked for the same e~ercise, all marks f<?r 
that exercise should be erased, to msure that no credit 
will be given for that exercise in scoring. Crossed 
out answers and incomplete erasures should be com-
pletely erased. 
If answer sheets are machine-scored, faint marks 
should be blackened with a special pencil, and all ir-
relevant marks erased. 
Stencil scoring keys are provided. To score an 
answer sheet, place the stencil key over the answer 
sheet so that the holes correspond to the position of 
the c~rrect responses, and count the crosses which 
appear in the holes. The raw score is simply the 
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number of marks counted, or the number of correct 
responses. In hand scoring, convert this raw score 
immediately to a standard score by using the con-
version table printed on the key, and record only the 
standard score. In machine scoring, the raw scores 
may be read, and the corresponding standard score 
encircled on the table printed on the answer sheet. 
Experience has shown that only a small proportion 
of even highly trained scorers can be expected to se-
cure satisfactory accuracy in a single scoring of a set 
of answer sheets. An independent second scoring of 
all answer sheets, with a third scoring in case of dis-
agreements in first and second scoring, should be con-
sidered as essential. 
It is unnecessary to describe in this manual the 
scoring of answer sheets by means of the electrical 
scoring machine. Institutions having these machines 
also have adequate directions for using them. 
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SUMJo!ARY OF cm:: DITS 
NAME: 
ADDfffi SS: 
AGE : 
UAL I:TJUCJ\TIO~: 
SERVICE: 
GED TESTS (B-Porm; Jan. 1947): 
Mi chae 1 ===:;::;;: 
r Chicopee 
22 years 
Co.lleGe of Business Admin1strn.tion 
Units 
Center Jr. II.S., Chicopee (1941-42) ••••••• • 3 
Chicopee Hlgh School ( 1942-Jan .1944) ••••••• 4 
Ba.sic Training ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• • 2 
Sp. Military Police Training (2 weeks); 
also m.o.s 677 •••••••••••••••••••••.• . •• 1 
Standard ~T . E. 
Score ?~ile 
1. Correct and Lffective 
Jnglish 30 0 
2. Social Studies 51 49 
3. Natural Sciences 39 15 
4. Literary Materials 41 11 
5. General JV!athomat ics 32 4 
ADV.I\11~CED ST A"'JDrJG 3Y GED TES'I'S: None 
s.s. ... r . L. 
TESTS I A~D V RETAKEN (~eb. 1949) 
with following ro~ult s: 1. Correct .and Effective 
::;nglish 33 2 
5. General r.!ather:la tics 35 8 
CEICOPET: TIEoJIO~TAI. VET:CnAtTS 
EDUC.\T IO 'T CE~TTER . ( 194 7 and 1943): 
SPni'JGFE~L.J HIWlO~TAL V:::;TimANS 
EDUC ATIO~·J C";E'JT:Sfl ( 1940 ): 
Eleventh Grade Lnglish ("C") • ••• •• ••••••••• 1 
Twe lftll Grade L1slish ( 11 0 11 ) •••••• • •••••• ••• 1 
Llementary ll. S. iUs tory ( 11 3 11 ) ••• •••••••••• • • 1 
r.~odc rn Lur ope a n History ( "D 11 ) ••••• • •••••••• 1 
Business Arithmetic ( "C") •• • ••• ••••• • • ••. •• 1 
~. -r·,. 1 ( 11 C11 ) 1 uus ~ness .u co nom c fl ••••• •••••••••• •• •• 
rOTA I . 'J l-T:[TS •• • • • ••••• •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • 16 _,..,., 
'! · · .. 
Ln 1gli~ 11 •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••• • ••• 4 
nu siness Ar:i.thmetic •••••• • •• • •• •..••• • ••••. l 
Bi ology •••• ••• ••• .••••• • •.•••••••• •••••••••• 1 
General fc ience •• •• , •. • ••••••••••••• •••.••. l 
Civics • ••••• ••••• •• • •••. c; ••••••••••• ••••• ., :.1 
U c- . ,. t . ., 
• ._:;..nJ..s -oi1 Y•• .••••••••••···· ················· · 
I.iodern European His tory • •• ; ••••.•• ••••••• ~ .l 
Et."tsl ess Lconomi c s •••• v•~· ··············· ... l 
1J~1~:iness Gco~:t'a::;hy ............ .. .. ... ........ 1 
D. 1'.j . J r ~l .v 1.ns • ••••••• c ••••• •• !t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -? 
Shop \Y or}{ u o Q l;t • • :t ~ • • • • • • • • lJ • • • • " • • • • u ... • • • • • • • • :· 
.Health ancl. hlyt;lcl:::l r.cLlcatlo:l .. ... . . .. ... .. . 2 
f·r~otec -·.L\ c ~;c~rq;ice (Jr.;Cili)~:~ ~ :.r , £1.[', . ·~ ... ~ .......... l 
, • • • o • :~ C• .. .. • ' • '"' • • • ' ' a " • • . • 7 , .:J ' o o • • a ,.. • • • • .. . · • ::1 • • • • • • • • • -
su:-.~'1\RY JF CH;DITS 
John 
,_DDRESS: Dorchester 
1\.GE: 21 rears 
:\ 
U!TI'l'S 
~ORMAL EDUC ~T IO~: Gro 1er Cleveland Intermediate f.:chool 
{1940 -~ 41 ) .•.•.. ...... ...... ......... . 4~ 
Bo st on 1'c1chnical f:li;h School ( 19•:3- 45) G 
I 
SE l\'1 lCf~: }3oot Tra :'.nlng •. ......•.. • •.•. •....... • 2 
GT:.:D 'l'ES'rS ( B- f 'orrn: ~:. e p t.. 1946 ) : 
ADVA1-·rCBD STA"";DI~JG BY GED 
'l1ESrl'S: 
~~~:-D¥Glf HEGio~r 1\.L VLT"SHA~TS 
EDUCATION CE~IT~R (1947-40): 
TOTAL U~ITS •••••••• • ••••••• 
. Standard 71. L • 
Score ;~ile 
1. :-:orre ··; t and L1'fe c t1ve 
LngliEh 46 25 
2. Social ~.twlie s 42 12 
3. · .'iatural ~· c ::.ence s 58 80 
1. 1:J1 te rary l!,J. ter ials 56 64 
5. l.'.a t hema t 1 c s 45 36' 
Ln 3list1 ..... . , .. ....................... 1 .. ;,. 
~a~ ura l [cien ~es • ••••• • • ••••• • •••••••• i 
*in ~ractica l Pro;ram. 
· Twelfth Grad ! Lnsllsh ("C " ) •••••••• ~ • • l 
Algebra II ( 1'C11 ) ••••••••••••••••••••• .!l:_ 
.... ,.. ••••••• •• ., •• • It •••• ••••• • •• •••••••••••• lG 
I:.ngli sh • •• .. •••. •. IJ • • •• •••• •••• ••••••• 4 
~l3ebrn ••• • ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
li.9plied Ms t,hematics ••• •• ••••• •• ••••••• 1, 
~·:t~ i.c;onorne 1:t.,:l· .•• •.••• ••••••••..••• • •.• 2 
.;; .. -;:·Ge11eral S(;i ence ........................ 1 
Applied S ~ ience • • • • •••••••••••••• • •••• l 
' Ancient ~i story ••• ••••••••••••••• • •••• l 
U. S . lilst c,r'y o •••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 1 
~~Tariual rll:· ..u inlnc; . ................... . . . 1 
1J ~ oodwork l.n::; • • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • p~ 
!.' "" • .1. J. .. ortS;ng .. ....... . . "' . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ¥ 
Dr a VJ :Ln.[; A •••••••• " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·:.J~ 
Healtb and Phvsic al rduca.ti on ••••• •• • • 2 
~ ----
.L'OTi\I., J"]'YITS ••• o•~~~•• •• • e •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • ~ • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • " . . ... l !~ . ' 
-;:--.~Inc lude s ·2 unit fo r 'l'est I I I. 
SUt1~ ~ !UiY Oi•' CR!::DITS 
NAJ.''E: 
ADDRE SS : 
FOD~AL rDUChTIO~: 
SERVICE: 
GED TESTS (A-Form : Sprin3 1946) 
ADVl\ ~·TC"t:m S'l' A >.rDrTG 3Y GF.D 
rrt~ f'11 s: 
'.~UI'TCY I\'SGI0 1TAL VETEFA~rs 
EDUCATIO~ CE~TER (1946-48) 
Rayr~ond. 
~.'.uincy 
21 years 
Prep. for Prosthetic Dentistry 
North Qu.incy rr. s. (1941-May 1944) 
Boot Training ••••••••••••••.••••••• 
Hosnital Corps School (12 weeks) ••• 
Dental 'l'echnology School ( 10 weel{S) 
1. Correct and Lffective 
.Lnglish 
2. Social ~tudies 
3 . Natura l Sciences 
4. Literary Materials 
5. General :.~athema tics 
1:n.gl.isl1 .. o • • • • • • .. • • ••• 
Social Studies •••••••••• 
'Tat ural Sciences •• ••••• 
General Eathenatics ••••• 
Standard 
Score 
56 
58 
62 
5G 
58 
.. 
. . . 
... . 
Twelfth Grade Lng l1 sh ( "B") ••••• 
U.S.History ("C") ••••••• .••• ••••• 
r.· .• ("D" ) DConolnlcs ••••....•..•...... 
.. 
lP'TITS 
. .. 6 
~r. E • 
• • 2 
.lt 
.12 
. 7&ile 
63 
75 
8U 
G4 
7b 
<') 
..... ,._, 
. . . -~-
• • • ;.;::! 
.. . 1 
. . . l 
.• 1 
I 
:<." 
TOTAL UNITS ••••••••• • Q • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • ~ • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • o v • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .17-~ 
~ngllsh ••••••••• . .... 
Latin .. ... o ••••• . . . . 
Algebra •••.•••• ~ 
Ge orne try •••••• o ••• 
.. . . . . . 
General ~!1athematics. 
-:<- General Science ••••. 
Biology •••• . •• ••• 
Civics ••••••••••• 
Modern llistory ••• 
• 0 • 
..... 
G 1 o b a 1 Ge o 0r a p hy • • • • • ••• 
Social St~dies •• (Test II). 
U. S. r T i story . . ~ o • • o o G •• "' ••• 
~conomics •••••.•.••••.•••• 
... 
llealth and Pl"l;Tsical l:duc·1tion ••• 
• • • • • • • c • • 
. . 
.... 
• •• t1 
. . ·. l 
e • • • 1 
. . . . ·:: 
. . 
. . ... . 1 
. . 
•• 
• •• 
.1 
fi 
-~ 
~i 
~· 
P:1Jrsloloi;y .. , o. ~~~ • •••••• 
Public :Iealth, Tlyslene, 
Dental T·eclmolo;y ••• o •• 
and First Ald . . . 1 
• $ • • • - • • • • • • • • • 
-::-In c lude s k-. ·..1.n it f or '.l'eat II I. 
~ I 
• • • l. ;z" 
The Policies Committee of the Massachusetts Hi gh School E~uivalency Certificate Program summarizes 
hereinafter its polic ies and procedures. 
I FOR VETERANS 
Definitton: For PurPoses of this Pro[!ram ·"veteran" is def~ned as one who has served not less than 
sixty days in the armed services of the United State s in time of zvar or insurrec-tion and has re-
ce.ivecl other t han a di shonorable d ischarf!e t he re f rom. The dates of such service are between APril 
21 , 1898 and ''J.uly 4 . 1902 mclusive, or APril 6, 1917 and November 11 " 1918 inclusive, or Septembe r 
16 . 1940 and December 31, i946 . 
The candidate should first apply to his local school authotitiestodetermine if it is possible 
and feasible for him to receive, when requirements have been met, the high school diploma. If the 
application cannot be properly handled locally the case may be referred for action to the Policies 
Committee upon release by the local school authorities. 
;.. ·. 
When an ap plication for t he State Certificate is received, the Policies Committee evaluates 
the school record, as provided in a transcript furnished by the principal. With the hel~ of the 
American Council Gui de Book and on the basis of information from'any other reputable sources, the 
committee evaluates and accredits any edu cation or training dr experience , military or other, for 
which documentary evidence is presented. Two units ·are awarded for basic training. 
' If it appea rs that the candidate has not completed the equivalent of a ~igb sdhool education, 
the committee requires the taking of the General Educational Development tests for purposes of 
placement . The scores on these tests and the above-mentioned credits are then considered together, 
and t he Policies Co mm ittee recommends the takJng of certain courses on the high school level for 
vali dation of the GED tests and for completion of a high school program. 
The Policies Commi ttee ma y also require validation of a virtually completed high school educa-
tion throu gh courses tak.en in school, in se rvice, and otherwise by submission_, of the candidate to 
the GED tests. 
The State Department of Educa t ion does not issue its equivalency certificate and does not 
recommend tha t high schools issue diplomas or certificates on th~ sole basis of the GED tests. 
II FOR CIV ILI ANS 
Definition: For purposes of th t s prof!ram a "civilian 11 is one who does not qualify as a ''veteran" 
under the defin ition in Section I above. 
No c iv i lian applications will be received and no GED or other tests will be administered by 
tbe Pol icies Comm ittee before the prospective applicant's 20th birthday. 
Between the ages of 20 an d 21 the Massachusetts High School Equivalency Certificate will ~ 
granted to a civilian only on the comp leti onofa high school education through actual courses taken . 
In the cases of civi 1 ian a pplicants who are 21 years of age ·or over .policies and procedures 
will be fo l lowed as for ve te ran s . 
No credit fqr basic training ~;ill be all01~ed if the applicant first entered the armed services 
after December 31, 191J.6 . 
The following fees are to be paid by civi I ians to 1he Division of ' University Extension oJ the 
Massachusetts Department of Educat ion: :'fi 
1. With the f iling of the appl ication , the su m of $5. 
2. For administering a full battery of GED tests, the sum of $5. For each repeat Qf an indi-
vi dual GED test or for .admi nister'ing an end of course examination, the sum of $1. 
3. For the certifi-cate, the sum of $5. (To the holder of a certificate no mo.re than two 
s t atements or transcripts wi 11 be provided without charge; for extras, the sum of $1. each) 
Spec ia l note: Appli cations fo~ the t4assachusetts High School Equivalency Certificate are restricted t~ 
residents of ~assachusetts or to those who last attended sch~dl in Massachusetts. · No Massachusetts High 
Schoo l Eq ui~a~ency Certificate will be awarded t o any on e who holds either a local high school diploma 
or a high schoo l equivalency ce di ficate from a state other than Massachusetts'·; 
Name 
MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
.p:i:v:rsioN oF ~:rn:RsiTY EXTENsioN 
200 'NewburY $treet, Boston 16 
STATE HIGH SCHOOL EQUIV,ALENct<cERTTFICATE PJ;?.OGEAM FOR CIVILIANS QUESTIONNAIRE 
~ -- · - ------ ---- - ~---- -·-~-~- ~- -~--~- -------~------- -- --- Tel. No. 
--- .• - -· - ----- .. -- - .. - - . . - --- .. . - . -- -- - -- . ~ . ..... --- - -- ·- .--- Sex -~- -- ·- - - - ~ _,""t"" --- - .,.-------- - -
Place of birth_ Date of birth . 
. - : -- - - : - ,. ~- - · - - -
Mother's narne ______ _ - ---- - - --- --- - -- ---- -- - - - __ 
- ·- - -- ----~--------- -- - - - - --- - -
Mother's address _ Marital status 
Father's name 
___ _,...:_ - - -~ - - -- ------..--~ -- - - ·- - - --- - -- -- .- - -- . No. of dependents 
Father's address ______ ~--- - ----- -- . 
. Note: When and ifan a,pplication for the certificate is accepted by the PoliCies 
Co.nnnittee suitable proof of date of b'irth, Mas _sachusetts residence, and/ or 
location of last school attended will be required. 
Armed Services Information: 
Date of first entrance into Armed Services 
- - --------:..-.----- . ------ - - -- - - -- - ---- - - --- - -- -
Date of discharge from Ar·med Ser'vices - ------- -- · · -- - ________ ,__ _ _ _ ~-- -- ----
pate of reentry into Armed Services_ · -- · '- · ---~.:...-.. - - -·-----'-'-· ··:_ __ :. ~----- ---- -- ----=- - · 
· Date of discharge · from Arined Services 
~-- --.-;___: __ ,. - - - --------'-
.· . 
'Educat i anal Background: 
Grammar School attended__:_ ____ _______ .. . ___ ______ _ Located at 
Gr<?-de completed _ _ _:. ___ ____ _ ______ _ _ 
High School attended Located at 
.. -- __ _;_ __ "' - - - _:._.. __ .. . - --- _..:..._____ _ ---- · .....:,_ .:.._.,.._._:... __ : ~ - - ·,.....:... -.-- -
Year . completed __  - - ~~-~- .. __ 
Reason (s) for leaving school ________ ~-- ~- -- -- · - --~-_:-"'--- - -----'-·._· - ----- --~ - -~-,-- -
..• , . ~ ~· - --. -· -· __ ...__ -- -- -~ '- ---- - ---- - -- ------ '""" - -- - ~'--- - - · - - - - --· - ... -- - -- .-- - - _; - .. - - - - ---- - -.-· .- - ·- ~ - - - . 
Employment Background: 
!U'e you at present employed? _____ _ 
..:. ·-- ---- ._-~- ----=--------- -- --~-- -~~-»~: .:·- . 
Do you work full-time? __ ~---- -- ~-~------ -- -~ - - - - - .. Part-time?_~~-------------- - ----
Do you consider you:r: incon:'..e a~E?.,q;trateforyour needs? _ -~ '- -- -------· _ _ .__ :..:.. ____ ..,-~-----
Are you satisfied with your presept position? ___ __ :_ _ ___ ___ ____ _ -.---------------- - - --- - -
,.... 2 -
If not, what type of position would you like to bave? _ ________ __ · __ _ : 
- · - - - · ·- - . .. - - -· - ·- .. -- - - ., - - - - - - - - ..... - - - - - -- - - - ... . - - - ,.. .,.... .... - _. ,.... :.. - ---· - .:. - - -· ·- - . .. - .. - -
- - - --- -- - - "': - - - - -:-- .... -
v~nat position are you best qualified to fill at present? ______ ___ ________ _ . _ _, _____ __  
Positions held since leaving s chool 
--. - .. - . - - ---- - - - .. - . - - - - . -·.-- - - - -- - - - - - - - -.. - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - ..... - - --- - - - - -- - - - - - - - ., - -- - - - - ...: ------ --
. . 
-· - - - - - - - - - .... - - -.- - - - - -· - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -· ~ - - --- - - .- - - - .. - - - - - - -- - - -· -· .. .. - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
Need of Certificate: 
Do yuu need· certificate , to . gq on ~ with y-our: educat:i:on· or ., t:rliin;il;lg?_ . ____ __ ___ ___ _ -'~~ - _ 
Do you need certificate to obtain a position? 
, . . - - - - . - .. - - .. - .... - - - .,.. - - - --- . - - - ... _, - - - - ~ - ---
- - - :... - - -- - - - -- - - ... - - - - - -- - - ~ -- - -- - ---- - --.. - -- --- - -- - - - -- - - -- --- --- - -- - - -- ---- ----- ---- --- ·---
Do you need certificate to advance in your present position? ___ ____ ~-----· ------------
- - - -- --- ._ - - - - - .- .... - - - _. - - .-:- - ~-- - - - - .... _. -- - - - - - ... - - -- .-• - - .- - - .- - ... - - - - - - - -. .:. - - - '": - - - --.- - - - --- - - -- --·-- ::- -
A:re there other reasons for your needing certificate? __ ___ ,_· __ _______ ___ __ ______ ___ __ _ 
- - - - - - - · --- ----- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - ----- - ... - - - - ..,. 4 0 - - - - - ~ ..... -'- - - - .... - - - - ... - --;: - - - --- ... - "': - - · - ------- - - - · 
Is there any urgency about obtaining t h is certificate? _ ___ ___ _ If so, what? ___ ____ ___ _ 
• - - - - .. . 4 ' \ - ....... , - - - 4 - - - - . - - - - - - - · - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ... - - - _: - - _ • ...:.. - _,. - - - .... 
· -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - ~-- -- ------ --------- - - - --- --- ---- -- -- - - .--- - -- - - --- -~.--- --- -------
Remarks: (use other s ide of this sheet if desired) 
- - ---- --- -- -~- - -- -- - · --~- --- - - --- - - - - - -- - ~-- - ~- -' · --- - -- ~ ------ -- -- -- -~ - ----- ---- - - ~: 
-- - - -- --- - -~- - - ~-~- - - - - -- - - ~ -
Signed: _______ _ , _ .. ________ __________ ______ ________ _ 
Date: 
Plea,se mail (only) this to E. Everett Clark, Chairman, Policies Committee, Massachu-
setts High School Equivalency Ce rttficate . Program, 200 Newb~ry Street, Boston 16-. . 
HSEC-5 
